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'Castles and Hinterlands in Medieval Europe', Oxford 2001
This conference, hosted by the University of Oxford Department for Continuing Education in association with the Castle Studies Group, was held at
Rewley House on the weekend of 9-11 th February. Combining the two
ever-popular topics of castles and landscape archaeology, the occasion
attracted a large and enthusiastic audience that tested speakers with some
lively questions.
Founder CSG member Bob Higham (University of Exeter) started the proceedings on Friday evening with an introductory paper that questioned what
exactly constituted the 'hinterland' around a castle, and examined in detail the
contribution of castles to the landscape of Devon. On Saturday morning,
Oliver Creighton (University of Exeter) looked at the various inter-relationships between castles and rural settlements, stressing in particular the roles
of castle lords in settlement change at sites such as Laxton (Nottingham) and
Sheriff Hutton (North Yorkshire). The conference organisers were particularly indebted to Paul Everson (English Heritage), who agreed to step into the
programme at short notice due to the unfortunate absence through illness of
another speaker. Paul presented a fascinating paper that highlighted the
many British castles associated with designed ornamental landscapes, such
as Bodiam (Sussex) and Ludgershall (Wiltshire). Paul Stamper (English
Heritage) spoke on recent research concerning Shropshire's castles and
Lawrence Butler (University of York) on the castle, town and landscape
setting of Dolforwyn (Powys). In an innovative paper that drew attention to
the psychological impacts of castles on their landscapes, David Austin
(University College Wales, Lampeter) examined Barnard Castle (Co. Durham). In a study of Scottish sites, Geoffrey Stell (RCAHMS) provided a
reminder to the audience that medieval castles in many parts of Britain had
maritime hinterlands. Tom McNeill (Queen's University, Belfast) concluded
Saturday's programme with a study of late medieval Irish castles.
Sunday's programme featured researchers examining castles and their hinterlands beyond the British Isles. Rob Early (Oxford Archaeological Unit)
outlined the results of recent work at Mayenne, while Neil Christie (University
of Leicester) considered the linkages between castles and patterns of transhumance in two parts of medieval Italy. The final speaker was Denys Pringle
(University of Wales, Cardiff), who examined the impact of the Crusades on
western castle design.
Dr Oliver Creighton (University of Exeter)

Romanesque Architecture in Great Britain and Ireland held at Caius College, Cambridge, Dec. 8 th - 10th 2001
The publication of Eric Femie's landmark study The Architecture of
Norman England (OUP, 2000) was the inspiration for Malcolm Thurlby of the
University of York, Toronto, Ontario, to call together leading researchers in
the field for a conference in December 2001. The tendency in the past was
to consider that Romanesque architecture of any worth was only to be found
in churches, but happily this attitude has now been confined to history.
Virtually all aspects of the subject were reviewed, including castle architecture, although churches still overwhelmingly dominated the subject matter of
most of the papers. Amongst those of a more secular nature were the
following.
Edward Impey (Historic Royal Palaces) gave a paper entitled
Boothby Pagnel! Hall on the surviving solar wing at Boothby Pagneli,
Lincolnshire, which CSG members may remember visiting during the 1996
Annual Conference. Although a moated manor rather than a castle, this site
of the late 12* century undoubtedly gives us the feel of private domestic
accommodation as it must have been in castles of the period. Edward's
research has reconstructed the original form of the wing, which consisted of
two rooms above a vaulted basement, also divided into two cells. A geophysical survey and small-scale excavation confirmed that a free-standing hall had
been located adjacent to the solar block. He also drew attention to Norman
parallels of this Hall and separate Chamber arrangement, such as Beaumont
Richard and Briquebec, as well as English ones like Christchurch.
John Goodall (English Heritage) gave us a welcome preview of research that will
appear in his new EH guidebook to Richmond Castle in
his paper Richmond and the
Castles of the Conquest.
Despite its receiving no attention in the Domesday survey,
John argued convincingly
that the castle had been
founded along with a planned
new town by 1089, when
Richmond became an Honour. The borough charter only
dates from 1145 but a study

An artist's impression (T. Ball) of Scolland's Hall, Richmond, as it
may have appeared by 1100. From 'Castles' by T McNeill, E.H)
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of the topography of town and castle suggests the inescapable conclusion
that both were conceived in a single planning operation. The triangular shape
of the castle, occupying the most imposing and defensible position on a cliff
above the River Swale represents, as it were, a slice taken out of the round,
cake-like shape of the new town.
John argued that the 'cockpit' ward, often viewed as a later addition to the
castle, was in fact original to the plan and was used as a garden, citing
architectural and later medieval documentary evidence for this. Having looked
at the various architectural elements of the castle , including Scolland's
Hall, St. Nicholas's Chapel and the great tower, he then went on to draw
parallels with donjons of a similar period, notably Bamburgh, Carlisle and
Conisborough.
Philip Dixon (University of Nottingham) carried on the theme with his paper
Living in a Keep, in which he speculated on the domestic usage of great
towers. He used Norwich as his main example, arguing for a revision to Sandy
Heslop's reconstruction of the west end of the building (UEA 1994), based on
research carried out a few years ago and still awaiting publication (Dixon and
Marshall, Society of Antiquaries, forthcoming). CSG members who attended
our Day Conference in September 2001 will already be familiar with this
interpretation (see Neil Guy's report on this in the current Newsletter p.26).
Philip used colourful flow charts to define the public or private spaces within
the tower and to chart accesses between various rooms. He also drew on
research on other towers, such as the White Tower and Hedingham.
Pamela Marshall (University of Nottingham): Room at the Top: the role of
the Romanesque Donjon. It is in the nature of surviving secular Romanesque architecture that it should be high in status, so it should be no surprise
that the subject of my own paper was also to do with the great tower. Philip
and I had expressly collaborated to avoid duplication, so the emphasis of my
paper was on the ceremonial, rather than any domestic function of the great
tower.
Although outside the British Isles, it was impossible to omit Loches in the Loire
valley from such a discussion. Built between 1013-35, it not only represents
an early extant example, but it also exemplifies the way in which the architecture was planned to provide two suites of rooms, each of which could operate
as reception rooms for guests of varying importance. At the same time, the
provision of more private accommodation within the same building was not
neglected. Undoubtedly Loches was instrumental in setting out a basic plan,
which is also apparent at Ivry-la-Bataille by c.1000, and this in turn affected

the planning of the White Tower by the 1080s (see also Impey, Society of
Antiquaries, forthcoming). The pattern of two floors, with a more public suite
on one and a more exclusive set of rooms on another is already set by the
time the donjon as a symbol of prestige reached England after the Conquest.
At Rochester (1120s) the entrance arrangements become more complicated
and the elaboration of
the decoration in the
upper suite more exuberant, but the arrangement
of an
antechamber, audience chamber and
chapel on the most
important floor can be
traced through the
earlier quoted examples. By the time Hedingham
is
built
(c.1140), the plan is
simplified but essentially retains two reception suites and
this example followed
the White Tower in
having no private
rooms.
One other paper was
concerned with secular architecture; John
Montague gave a paper entitled Cloisters
Hedingham Castle c.1140 Section through the keep showing the
position of the two original flying arches. After Douglas - Simpson. and Palaces: Roger
of Salisbury and his
influence on the early development of high status domestic planning.
This was the very last to be scheduled on the very last day, when many of the
delegates had already defected in order to get ahead of their homeward
journeys on a horrible day of freezing fog. Alas, I had defected even earlier,
owing to an attack of 'flu-like symptoms, possibly brought on by the medieval
heating arrangements at Caius College already endured through two days. I
was very sorry to have missed several papers, but this one in particular.
Despite the cold, however, this was an excellent and useful conference.
Pamela Marshall

The 15th Annual Conference of the Castle Studies Group
Castles of Belgium 7-12 April 2001
The first excursion outside of the British Isles for the CSG was an
outstanding success. Some 35 members took advantage of superb organisation by Johnny de Meulemeester to visit a wide variety of types of castle, in
largely virgin territory (with the possible exception of the fascinating Count's
Castle at Ghent) for almost everyone privileged to have been there. The tour
was based in a youth hostel quietly located by the bank of the broad river
Meuse on the south side of Namur. The domestic arrangements worked very
well and the extremely well-stocked bar (considerably diminished by the end!)
helped lubricate long evenings of pleasant conversation for many members.
Only the persistently miserable weather put a dampener on the site visits.
The first day took us south and east. Sugny stands above the confluence of two streams and consists of a pinnacle of rock which has been turned
into a motte, with a small bailey clinging to its side. An earlier stone rampart
enclosing some timber buildings had been replaced around 1050 by a wooden
donjon ten metres square. Following a catastrophic fire, a stone tower was
built, with a narrow stone-walled courtyard containing a cistern. There was a
ditch in the form of a line of connected basins at the foot of the complex, and
a series of domestic buildings and workshops have been recovered by
excavation. An outer bailey spread to the north, untouched and inviting
excavation. The whole site was abandoned around 1100. Hard as it is to
distinguish what was once there, particularly as part of the pinnacle has
sheered off, the preservation of post holes in the solid rock was clear evidence
of the building.
Bouillon was the home of the famous Godfrey, one of the leaders of
the First Crusade, but no longer home of his castle. Although none of the
remaining fortifications of the rocky spur are medieval, the local tourist industry finds this fact inconvenient. Anyone concerned that history is re-written to
create fantasies to "sell" historic sites as attractions is warned not to allow
those with the power to do so to visit Bouillon! Much more interesting was the
multi-period hilltop site at Buzenol-Montauban, in the Belgian province of
Luxembourg. Here, a nearly-square stone donjon with quite thin walls had
been built during the 11 th century (according to carbon dating), protected by a
ditch. This sat inside a much earlier rampart cutting off the headland, which
was itself within a larger hill fort. A wall has been uncovered (and partially
reconstructed) inside an earthen rampart that suggests Roman origins, but
the archaeology suggests there was no late Roman occupation of the site as

originally proposed, and the massive reuse of Roman stones in the wall
leaves its date a matter of debate.
The final castle of this day lay in the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg: the
13th century baronial site at Koerich. Much of the remaining work belongs to
a much later palace replacing the buildings of the medieval courtyard, which
is still being excavated. The chief interest for CSG was the massive donjon,
standing in one corner. Inside, the evidence in the walls for some kind of
vaulting in a very deep and unlit basement prompted much speculation, and
the existence of a staircase in the corner, in which the stair leads only from
the second story entrance upwards, while all below was solid, caused considerable interest. Outside, it was suggested that there had been a simple gate
alongside the tower, but its precise form was also unclear although the
evidence survives at ground level for a gate and a portcullis. On the way back,
we visited the site of the
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Count's Castle, Ghent

The following day
brought a long journey to
Ghent. The Count's Castle
(Gravensteen) dates from
the second half of the 10th
century and originally comprised a principal aula, with
stables and other buildings,
on an island in the river, in
the traditional form of a
Carolingian palace. In the
11th century the wooden hall
was replaced by a stone
building and tower. The hall
survives as the basement of
the present donjon, and is
more than thirty metres long
and fifteen wide. Successive
additions raised the
HOOFUBHITG

building to three stories, each with a single span of wooden floor, and a motte
was thrown up to enclose the ground floor (turning it into a cellar), with a new
entrance. Around the time of count Philip of Alsace (1168-91) the donjon was
heightened again. This was said to be because at this time the wealthier
citizens of Ghent were building tall houses in stone and it was necessary for
the count to re-establish his superiority. This demonstration of comital authority was reinforced by the building at the same time of the stone enceinte,
which rears out of the surrounding waters with its 24 closely spaced projecting
flanking towers. A long extension to the gatehouse added considerably to the
strength of the whole, with several gates, portcullis and machicolations. The
castle was abandoned as a count's residence in the following century, and
underwent a progressive degradation until it was finally rescued and restored
at the turn of the last century. We should be grateful for the steps that
prevented the otherwise certain disappearance of a very important castle, but
gratitude was tempered with dismay at the totally fictional restorations carried
out to rebuild the donjon and provide it with decoration. Some members also
expressed skepticism as to the number of the castle's rooms that (according
to the descriptive plaques) served as torture chambers, from the time that the
castle had become a prison. The modern work still in progress has a more
measured approach to restoration. The visit was rounded off with a tour of the
medieval sections of Ghent, retracing in particular the later princely palace in
the area of the site of another motte castle within the city. Members were
shocked that nothing was being done by
the relevant authorities to protect this
heritage. On the return journey to Namur, a tantalising glimpse was offered
behind a screen of trees of a very large
motte at Erpe.

Binche - Town Wall & castle

The next visit was to the town of
Binche in the county of Hainaut. With its
local industry wiped out, the area secured EU and state funding of a vast
project to restore the town's 2km circuit
of medieval walls. The higher ground to
the south was a public park that covered
the site of a previously unknown castle
lying beneath a renaissance palace built
for Mary of Hungary from 1545, all of
which was uncovered in the programme,
and led to a massive excavation.

The town wall itself was first built in the 12th century at the instruction of the counts, but at the expense of the town. In the absence of firm
ground, the enceinte was constructed with relieving arches and support
from raised earthen backing, A continuous process of improvement took
place in which the circuit was extended and the whole rampart strengthened in the 14th century and provision for artillery was included during the
15m century. The abandonment of the wall as a defence altogether, because the town's location made it impossible to defend against the greater
range of the weaponry of the 16th century, left the medieval circuit unmodernised, although it did not save the palace which was destroyed by
invading French troops in 1578. The restoration confirms that this was
certainly a very major work of urban defence, the walls being of great
height and strength, and well provided with arrow slits, and later emplacements for guns.

Corroy-le-Chateau

Corroy-le-Chateau was a large castle founded in the thirteenth
century and replete with the features to be expected of that date. A
powerful double-towered gatehouse was protected with drawbridge, portcullis and doors, and a circular tower stands at each corner of the castle,
which stands within a wet moat. On the opposite side from the entrance,
there is a chapel tower. Sadly, it is not possible to give much more of a
description of the medieval remains.
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Contrary to previous agreements, the current marquis gave a guided tour
of the interior and lovingly described each of his many eighteenth century
furnishings. He also expounded on his very long genealogy, with its close
connections with ancient royalty, but failed to permit access to any of the
older parts. By the end of this tour, sympathy with the plight of the modern
aristocracy was in short supply.
Very close by were two towers of similar appearance, and comparable seigneurial origins. Falnuee is a remarkably well preserved and
beautifully constructed donjon of the early 13th century with three stories,
the basement a cellar. There is separate access by a door to the first floor
and there is evidence of the domestic arrangements on both upper floors,
with windows, fireplaces and a latrine corbelled out of one side. Nearby
was Villeret, a similar tower first mentioned in 1278. This also had originally
three floors. The privately owned tower has been restored and provided
with an overhanging modern roof for which there could be found few
admirers among the CSG, especially as we had been denied access to the
interior and the visit coincided with one of the heavier of the downpours of
the trip.
The last day began with a visit to the spectacular castle of Montaigle, standing on a rock high above one of the tributaries of the Meuse.
Originally a Roman settlement, a castle was constructed after 900 of which
little remains. This escheated to the count about 1100 and was entrusted to
a nobleman who built a square donjon on the highest point. In 1298, a larger
castle was built for a younger son of the count. A largely residential site was
nonetheless provided with a large round tower, with the lord's private
quarters on the higher rock and a substantial bailey below. The 15th century
saw further changes with the erection of fine palatial buildings. Abandoned,
the castle was burnt by the French in 1554 and has now been excavated
and consolidated. The castle at Poilvache, overlooking the Meuse from a
high cliff, is still undergoing excavation. It consists of a walled town separated from the approach by the castle, dating from the 13th century. It was
captured and destroyed by the bishop of Liege in 1430. The quadrilateral
castle was separated from the town by a ditch, and has an impressive
rock-cut ditch on its outer side. The enceinte is provided with round towers.
The entrance to the town itself involved a passage along the length of the
castle wall on one side. The foundations of a hall and other buildings, and
a well and cisterns, are being uncovered. A powerful towered wall also
survives at the other end of the town, the presence of the buildings of which
is confirmed by the clumps of earth.
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The final visit was to
the castle of the counts in Namur itself, at the tip of the enormous citadel that dominates
the city below at the junction of
the Meuse and Sambre rivers.
Namur was a county from the
late tenth century and remained so until merging into
the duchy of Burgundy in 1421.
On the spur, a great curtain
with three enormous towers
(11 th century) blocked the end
of the promontory, with a deep
ditch in front, and inside was a
large donjon flanking the access to the interior. The exterior of this was rendered
unrecognisable by later occupants but inside can be seen
elements of the medieval building.
So ended a fascinating
tour. Our sincerest thanks go to
everyone involved in the organisation, to the staff and volunteers at the youth hostel, and to
the local archaeologists who
provided detailed information
Poiivache
at many of the sites: in particular, to John Zimmer of the Service des Sites et Monuments Nationaux of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg and
Philippe Mignot, Direction de PArcheologie, Region Wallonne. Johnny de
Meulemeester not only ran the entire operation with consistent good humour,
but had also to provide a running translation at many of the sites, and to him
above all is owed the success of the conference.
Peter Purton.
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CASTLE STUDIES GROUP 16 th ANNUAL CONFERENCE
DUMFRIES 4-7th APRIL 2002
CASTLES OF THE WEST MARCH
The Castle Studies Group is pleased to announce the following programme
for the 16th Annual Conference.
The conference will be based at Dumfries and Galloway College,
Heathhall, on the northern outskirts of Dumfries (web site: http://
www.dumqal.ac.uk). Residential accommodation will be in single rooms in the
college's hall of residence, Moat Hall, and the inclusive price is £160 per
person. This includes bed and breakfasts, packed lunches, dinners, conference room facilities and coach travel. As usual, bookings will be taken on a
first come, first served basis up to the capacity of one 50-seater coach. For
non-residential delegates the total cost is £80 per person which includes
everything except bed and breakfasts. A booking form is enclosed with this
Newsletter and the deposit or full payment should be sent not later than 31
January 2002. Please indicate on the form whether, if necessary, you would
be prepared to use your own transport for the excursions.
The accommodation in Moat Hall comprises only standard single
study bedrooms with shared toilet and bathroom facilities, about three or four
to each toilet/bathroom. Delegates who wish to book hotel or guest house
accommodation with en suite facilities in the Dumfries area - and to attend the
conference as non-residents - may wish to use a free advance booking
service provided by the Tourist Information Centre in Dumfries. Copies of the
booking form are available from Geoffrey Stell (contact details below) or direct
from the Tourist Information Centre, 64 Whitesands, Dumfries, DG1 2RS (tel:
01387 253862 fax: 01387 245555 e-mail accom@dgtb.ossian.net web site
www.dumfriesandgalloway.co.uk ). The service does not apply to bookings
made within four weeks of the proposed stay.
If delegates wish to extend their stay at the college after the conference, please contact the Residential Officer, John Scott, direct on 01387
243840 or e-mail Scottj@dumgal.ac.uk Please note that the hall of residence
is fully booked in the period before our conference.
Conference organisers are Barbara Harbottle and Geoffrey Stell.
Further enquiries to Geoffrey Stell (CSG), c/o RCAHMS, John Sinclair House,
16 Bernard Terrace, Edinburgh, EH8 9NX (Tel: 0131-662 1456; fax: 0131-662
1477; e-mail: geoffrey@rcahms.gov.uk).
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Dumfries - April 4th - 7th 2002
Provisional Programme
Thursday 4 April
2.30-5.00 pm Registration
6.30 pm Dinner (self-service)
8.00 pm Introductory lectures by Richard Oram and Geoffrey Stell
Friday 5 April
8.00 am Breakfast
9.00 am Coach leaves college for Eastern Galloway
(Threave Castle, Kirkcudbright (Castledykes and MacLellan's Castle),
Orchardton Tower, Motte of Urr)
6.00 pm Coach returns to college
7.00 pm Dinner (self-service)
8.00 pm Presentations on current/recent excavations and surveys followed by AGM
Saturday 6 April
8.00 am Breakfast
9.00 am Coach leaves college for Nithsdale and Annandale
(Morton Castle, Amisfield Tower, Lochmaben Castle, Repentance/
Hoddom Castle, Caerlaverock/Old Caerlaverock Castles)
6.00 pm Coach returns to college
7.00 pm Dinner (self-service)
8.00 pm Lecture by Philip Dixon
Sunday 7 April
8.00 am Breakfast
9.00 am Coach leaves college for Carlisle
(Carlisle Castle and Carlisle town walls)
1.00 pm Carlisle Railway/Bus Stations
2.00 pm Coach returns to college; conference disperses.
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The Castle Studies Group Conference - September 22nd, 2001
Nottingham.
'The Origin and Purpose of the Donjon'.
A resume by the Newsletter Editor.
The UpS and downs
of Wales, Aberystwyth.

Of the dongeon

- Prof. David Trotter, University

Prof. Trotter discussed the use of the word 'donjon' in its etymological
sense. Reference was made to the Oxford English Dictionary, where 'donjon' is
defined as 'the great keep or tower of a castle', and in use by 1375, and,
alternatively as a 'cell; a dark subterranean place of confinement - circa 1300?.
The Middle English Dictionary - 1956- defines 'donjon' as (a) fortress. Citadel,
castle d 376; (b) the most strongly fortified central place of a citadel or castle
c1330; and alternatively (c) an underground prison cell, also any dark prison
(C1400).
The Anglo-French or Anglo-Norman origins (W. Rothwell., etal., AngloNorman Dictionary, London MHRA, 1977-1992). date the use of the word
'donjon' or similar, as defined as a castle keep, to the early 13th century. Thus:
'Lestreis bailies du chastel Ki [....] defendent le dongon Grosseteste, Chasteau
d'Armour 711 (c 1215). A tante devale le dungun Life of St Catherine of Alexandria (c 1224); la tour par dedeinz, q'est en my lieu de chastel, qe homme
appelle le 'Dounggeon' Henry of Lancaster, Livre de Seyntz Medicines 81.23
(1354). Like the OED and MED it refers also to a keep used as a prison and as
a dungeon as in 'ly roi descendist en un bas dongoun- Chronicle of Peter of
Langtoft ii 434.
We see the word coexisting with dual meanings at the same time, an analogous
situation as with 'motte' and 'moat', the duality of opposite meanings beginning
in the 14th century.
Early donjons

in France

- Dr Edward Impey - Historic Royal Palaces.

The presentation covered the development of early castles in France,
precursors for the English Great Towers, (from their beginning c 850, to 2nd half
of 11 th century when donjons became common in France), and the following list
relies on literary sources describing the donjon in form and function.
Castles before 1000 depending entirely on the following documentary/
literary sources using the expression 'turres':
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Annals of Floduard
History of the Church of Reims, Floduard (d. 966)
History of France, Richer
History of Louis the Pious, Helguard de Fleury
History of the Abbey of St-Florent of Saumur
The Deeds of the Lords ofAmboise
The Deeds and Chronicle of the Counts theAngevins
Chronicle of Nantes; plus a certain amount of other material.
Turres' mentioned by these sources, in chronological order include:
Compiegne by 922; Chateau Thierry by 924; Chalons sur Marne by 930; Laon
by 938 - reinforced 988; Coucy by 958; Amiens (both towers in existence) by
930's; Sens by 960; Chinon by 976; Chateaudun by 976 and Blois by 976;
Chartres by 976; Reims by 990; Rouen by 996; Bayeux (?) by 996; Pithiviers
by 1000; Amboise (three towers) c.1000; Le Cour Marigny c.1000.
Structures still standing, including partial and fragmentary remains that
contain a 'turriform' building:
Doue la Fontaine - quasi turriform status- by 950;
Langeais in existence by 1000;
Ivry-la-Bataillec 1000-1015;
Avranches 1020's -1030's;
Loches 1013 -1035, dated by dendochronology.
Tours complete by 1040;
Montbazon - a gigantic neglected structure pre 1050;
A total of 26 buildings which represents significant sample to be working on.
The form, type and construction of the early towers:
Whilst the above donjons are identified by the word 'turris' in documentary sources, there are some risks in this definition because the word can
on occasion be used to describe or be synonymous with the whole building
complex - as the expression 'Tower of London' is often used to define the whole
site - the same thing happens at Rouen by the end of the 12*century. However,
a careful reading within two important texts from Floduard and Richer show that
other words that are used such as munitio, oppidum, castra and castellum,
whilst they are sometimes interchangeable themselves, are never confused
with turris, at least not by Richer and Floduard, that is, a free standing
independent structure within a wall, an individual discrete building -a high
status tower, synonymous with 'donjon', and quite separate from 'castrum'.
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and are also distinguished from other elements such as praesidiurn, palatum, domus, mansio and arx. Examples of structures called 'turns' are:
Sends - Roman wall tower
Comital Towers - e.g. two towers at Amiens - Bishop and Count;
Chateau Thierry is described as a 'turris within the praesidiurn"
Laon - 'turris' was subsequently surrounded by a wall, and is also called 'turris
regia domus' - tower of the King's house.
Rouen, in the 10th century- tower surrounded by a wall.
Sens- the ' turris maxima' is mentioned as differentiated from the 'castrum'.
We are here looking at a free standing independent structures.
What did these structures look like? There are a few hints in the sources.
Rouen - turris a 'high' building.
Chinon - high towers- 'turris altis'
Rennes -tower had a summit overlooking whole town '.
Chartres -a gigantic tower;
These towers were often composed of various rooms:
e.g. Compiegne contained an oratory or chapel by 10th century.
Others contained a 'solarium', and a 'camera regis'
Complicated, large, ambitious, contained rooms with specific functions.
Materials, composition and Structural/functional evolution:
Amboise - wooden tower - 'turris lignia'
Rouen - stone until 1204.
Chalons sur Marne - tower used successfully as a refuge when the entire town
burnt- documentary evidence suggests a stone building
Chateau Thierry- 'suddenly' destroyed by fire (924) suggests a wooden building.
Standing Buildings:
Doue la Fontaine. According to the
discoveries of the late Michel de
Bouard during excavations during
1967-70 there were two key phases
of development the first circa 840 for
the first stone single storey building,
and second, raised to form a tower
circa 950 - This example has always
been taken as a paradigm
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for the vertical evolution into the first floor hall. In the final stage, appreciably
later, the whole base of the structure was buried by material cast up from an
encircling ditch, thus creating an earthen motte girdling the masonry tower. Dr
Impey suggested that the stone building was erected in one campaign - a two
storey tower from the beginning circa 950 and that if you take Bouard's report,
and walk round the building with Bouard's description in hand, the structural
analysis does not stack up.
Langeais. A castle that towers
over its surroundings. Usually
described as a three storey residential block, a domicilium, of
circa 994 (and regarded as the
first keep) and by 1100 turned
into a more fortified donjon. Dr
Impey suggests that the reverse
is true - that Langeais starts as
a two storey single pile building
c 1000, a donjon, eminently
defensible, and is actually made
less defensible circa 1100 with
the insertion of at least two
ground floor doorways, due to the expansion of the fortified area of the castle
and a shift of emphasis to the defences of the enceinte. It contains a deep
basement characteristic of many early towers, including Loches. Its position is
sited for the view as much as for any other military consideration. Doors linking
two adjacent towers by linking wooden galleries.
Ivry-La-Bataille. Described by Oderic Vitalis
in the 12th century as huge and strongly
fortified. Richard 1st, the Duke of Orleans half
brother, built the castle from c 1000 and
finished by 1015 at the latest; on the borders
of Normandy and France. A double pile building - with the spine wall running north/north;
east facing apse in north-east corner containing a chapel; at least two stories. A Turriform
building in every sense of the word. An important building in the history of castle studies.
Two phases, but very close together. [A paper
on Ivry published by the Society of Antiquaries
is forthcoming].
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Loches 1013-35

Avranches. The Count's Tower; collapsed 1888 but described by 18th and 19th
century antiquaries and detailed drawings had been made before it collapsed.
Semicircular buttresses, arches over the window heads comprised of alternating tile and stone voussoirs - pointing towards a building date of the first half
of the 11 th century; a spine wall, creating two cells about 30 x 25 metres; wall
passages within wall thickness; only fragments left. A double pile building - i.e.,
with a spine wall, two floors; windows opening on the outside of the building
with light through the wall passages to the interior rooms; a thorough site
survey is to be conducted next Spring.
Loches. One of the most imposing keeps in existence. Originally dated by
1100, then 1040, (de Caumont) but now dated [twice] through dendochronology to 1013-35. Consists of a main block plus forebuilding. Complicated
configuration; sophisticated access through wall passages; fireplaces with
flues; three storey building, spine wall a later addition. Originally one square
volume. Deep double storey basement. Contained a chapel at third floor level.
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Tours. Excavated 1970's. Pre 1040's.
Montbazon. Near Loches, probably another work of Fulk Nerra.
By the 1030's, the basic forms for the 'donjon' had been established. The great
Anglo-Norman hall keeps built in the late 11 th and 12th centuries in England
contain nothing that had not been seen in Anjou and the Isle de France.
Function:
They combined residential, ceremonial, official, and defensive functions; but
the 'showing off' element, their use as power statements, is the key factor in
determining form and function - the tower is not the ideal defensive structure.
At a local level rival magnates are seen building towers to outdo each other, to
show who is in control - in effect an arms race - for example comital rivalry at
Amiens - church versus the state; the Church of St Germain (1000)- compared
to Bologna and San Gimignano, all fighting for the attention of the skyline.
Building technology was changing fast and there was the need for rivals to keep
up with the technology and with each other.
Typological development:
What takes us in sixty to seventy years from Langeais to the White Tower? Two
main plan types become evident; they do not necessarily need to follow
chronologically one after the other:
1. Single pile buildings such as: Tours, Loches (first building stage), Langeais, Ivry-la-Bataille (first building stage).
2. Double pile buildings - with cross wall; they are much more sophisticated
and represent a technological and typological advance over the single pile form
that leads to the great towers in Anglo-Norman England and Normandy:
Avranches; Ivry-la -Bataille, Amboise. Ivry is possibly one building that
serves as the catalyst for further double pile buildings and is probably the
prototype for the White Tower..
3. Technological advances are also represented by the introduction of sophisticated wall passages, allowing circulation around the tower without crossing
rooms, e.g. Avranches.
There is a gap in building in Normandy between 1050- 1120 with no great
towers built. The ancestors to the great towers in England emerge in the Isle de
France in the early 11 th century.
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The White Tower (as the Normans
Assistant Curator, Historic Royal Palaces.

built it) - Jeremy Ashbee,

The White Tower was described by the expression 'arx palatina' by William
Fitzstephen in 1173, thus indicating a well-defined dual purpose, 'arx' indicating military strength, [tower or citadel] and 'palatina' indicating a palatial royal
residence - a 'strong palace' or 'palatial fortress', and this duality could well
apply to other major English towers or keeps.
The White Tower is approximately square in plan with sides of 120 ft, 95 ft
high to the battlements and a central spine wall running north to south. The
discovery of evidence of twin triangular gables on the inner faces of the walls
at the present top level, does, in fact, predate the current White Tower
Recording and Research Project, 1997, and were noticed as early as Peter
Curnow's survey in the 1960's, as shown in early photographs, but the
significance and implications of this discovery were not followed through. The
gable marks are considerably lower than the present gables that are a full
storey above them. The 1984 'Blue Guide' (Brown and Curnow). Shows two
gables on the upper wall walk level, indicating that the upper floor rose
through two storeys. To understand a roof at a lower level places several
elements of the building's architecture in a decidedly awkward position. One
of these is the gallery that runs right round through the thickness of the walls
that runs slightly above the present top floor. The roof-line in use at this level
is substantiated archaeologically by a number of rainwater outlets or gutters
running through the thickness of the exterior walls underneath the mural
passages, still found to have the original lead linings; the implication is that
the gallery, or mural passages were once above the roof-line and exposed
to the elements.
One proposition to explain this configuration is that put forward by Prof. Eric
Fernie of the Courtauld Institute, who has suggested that the roof levels only
make sense if we view the original roof-line as a temporary expedient, and
that there was an intention to raise it up to the present level at the top of the
building at a later date. Historic Royal Palaces offer alternative solutions. One
thing is certain and that is the date of the present roof timbers; dendochronology dates them to the late 15th century, which may be the first time the roof
goes up to the top of the building.
A second unexpected discovery regarding the building stages is a significant
change in the technique and use of materials noticeable about 1.2 mtrs
above the present level of the first floor. It shows up in the type of mortar used
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and a sudden cessation of lining the stair wells in ashlar with the resumption in
the use of rubble. It may indicate a break in construction and, when resumed,
the builders were in far greater haste than they were before, using less
expensive materials. This does not indicate a change in design, but and may
be linked to political changes, such as the death of William the Conqueror in
1087.
Function
How was the White Tower intended to function and what was the route of
circulation? Documentary sources only reveal life from the 13th century onwards. Palace, fortress, a visual rhetoric of authority or massive landmark
symbol? - intimidating enough to stop any potential aggressor from planning
an attack in the first place. A structure of pure show? It was intended to be
seen and observed from a distance.
Interior Room Use
It is the usual explanation regarding the hierarchy of keep floors that they
demarcate different social groups. Jeremy Ashbee's proposition for the White
Tower is that he sees this as a suite of rooms intended for one single extended
social group rather than two or more socially distinct households, that the
entrance floor and first floor functioned in tandem as a single apartment. An
indication here is the extraordinary distance between the entrance and the
stairs to the upper, first floor. This is unlike all other principal Hall keeps observed - Colchester, Norwich, Castle Rising, Hedingham, Rochester, Scarborough, Dover - they all have their staircases immediately inside the main door,
as do Loches and Falaise. This has major implications as to how we interpret
the entrance floor - It might well be for the reception of honoured guests or for
more formal occasions of a public nature.
There are two other significant features on the entrance floor. First, there are
no garderobes, unique in the White Tower. Also, there is a deep arched recess
in the southern wall, often interpreted as architectural frames in which tables
or thrones could be placed, fitting for a royal presence chamber and used for
ceremonial functions. Discussion also centred on the function of the Upper
floor, and that a broad arch at the west end of the chapel may have also been
reserved for a royal throne - something that is observed in other European
contexts at the west end of chapels. There is no evidence of anyone living in
the White Tower of their own free will. Whilst Westminster became the Norman
palace, The White Tower remained the fortress -symbolic as the coercive side
of monarchy; a citadel to overawe the population.
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Chepstow

Great Tower. - Rick Turner - Cadw.

Like the White Tower, Chepstow Great Tower is undergoing a thorough
re-evaluation, particularly of the Norman phase; such a close survey and
examination has not been done since G T Clark's survey in the 1880's. Rick
Turner then presented a description of the Norman fabric of the Tower
elevation by elevation. Discussion concentrated on three puzzling elements;
the eastern elevation with its highly decorated door; the inner walls with their
niches, and the probability of re-dating the Great Tower to at least the 1080's.
Externally the Great Tower is a rectangular, almost box like structure. Each
of its wall faces is divided up by a series of tall shallow pilaster buttresses.
The building stone used is itself of some interest. Several bands of red
Roman tile, from the ruins of Caerwent are particularly distinctive. This is a
late Roman building technique copied from surviving Roman ruins in France
or Britain. The building is deliberately aping Roman Imperial buildings,
charging the building with symbolism by using Roman materials and techniques. The east elevation contains the rectangular doorway with rounded
head and tympanum, raised well above ground level. The rounded head of
the doorway has 'chip carved' decoration of a type used in 11th-century
Normandy.

]A draft new interpretation of the
Chepstow Hall as it may have appeared at the end the the 11th century. Courtesy of Cadw, Rick Turner
and Chris Jones-Jenkins.
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On the inside of the Hall is a series of arcades in the form of niches and inside
some of these niches are fragments of the original decoration. The decoration
of one has been extrapolated and reconstructed in an empty niche. The
fragments represent the oldest form of Norman decoration found anywhere
in the United Kingdom. The Hall is a single large room on what was a flagged
floor, with no garderobes and no kitchen, no chamber, chapel or service
rooms. It does not seem to constitute a lordly residence. The basement
appears to have been the castle's armoury So how did the Great Tower
function?
Questions over the function of the first floor and dating of the Great Tower
remain open. Was it built by William fitz Osbern as is conventionally repeated
or his son Roger, or later by William I? The chip carving on the monumental
door casing appears to be one of the most useful clues and is possibly dated
to the 1080's. Similar carving is found in the west doorway at Chepstow Priory
(c 1100), a small church in Herefordshire - Hatfield - and the round chapel at
Ludlow, where the chip carving is almost identical to Chepstow - this is also
dated from between the 1080's to 1120's. This building also has niches. Is
there a link to the White Tower ? Was Chepstow a ceremonial hall and were
the niches seats for the King and his loyal Marcher lords? The space cannot
be satisfactorily divided by wooden subdivisions. So, was this intended to be
the first Assembly building in Wales? It might also be compared to the hall at
Rouen, for example the arcading. The Great Tower remains currently
Chepstow's great enigma.
Norwich

Great Tower

- Dr Philip Dixon, University of Nottingham

This paper relates to the work that Dr Philip Dixon and Pamela Marshall did
at Norwich a number of years ago. The research has been written up for
about two years but awaits publication. The paper takes as its starting point
the publication by Sandy Heslop 'Norwich Castle keep - Romanesque Architecture and Social Context'. (1994). In it Dr Dixon finds much to agree with.
Some of the points where there are differences of agreement are presented
below, and relate to the interpretation of internal features in the Great Tower.
Much of Sandy Heslop's work was based on drawings by Paul Drury, completed about 20 years ago.
Regarding the dating of the Tower, Heslop and Dixon are in agreement, but
for different reasons. Started circa 1095, the first phase (red) was in place by
1100, by the time of Rufus' death, although alterations in the basement
clearly indicate some changes of plan - e.g. the blocked spiral staircase in the
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basement of the north west corner. The second (blue) phase by 1110 and
the third phase by 1120/21, which coincides with the Anglo-Saxon records
that Henry I spent Christmas there in 1121. This puts Norwich chronologically ahead of Falaise (c.1123) and Castle Rising, both of which have close
architectural and internal room dispositions and other affinities with Norwich.
One of the oddities relates to the plan of the main floor as printed on page
39 of the Heslop booklet. There are a number of conjectural dividing walls in
the centre and at the angles of the north-west and south-west corners, i.e..
Room A and Room B, and the configuration of these is at issue. The groin
vaults may have been an attempt to add stability to the corners of the great
Tower. Room A stands between the Great Hall and the Kitchen in the
north-west angle and Room B stands between a private Withdrawing chamber for the King and a lobby that leads to a door on the exterior wall. Both
north-west and south-west corners have triangular masonry groin vaults and
Heslop/Drury have conjectured the internal room divisions to follow directions of the vaults. Dr Dixon suggests that the vaulting should be disregarded
when considering the room planning, that the vaulting is not relevant to the
layout of the floors above and further thought should be given to the 'route
of circulation', as has been considered at the White Tower. A preliminary
revised plan, based on features showing on photogrammetric plots, was

Norwich from 'Norwich Castle Keep - Romanesque Architecture and Social Order, page 39.
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highlighted showing a simple north-south cross wall. The door in the exterior
wall of the lobby may well simply have been a balcony, rather than meeting
an external wooden staircase (from Room B). A Waiting room, with access to
the suite of garderobes, leading to an antechamber for an audience with the
King. This revised conjectural plan is illustrated below.
This layout allows for an upper chamber, on the south side which effectively
resolves the problem of privacy that the gallery right round the upper level of
the first floor without interruption would have created. Access to the gallery at
this point would have been controlled. It also caters for the needs of ceremony, display and accommodation for both king and queen. Such a plan dovetails well with the layout of the rooms at both Falaise 1120's and Castle Rising
1130's, as shown below.

Castle Rising

Falaise
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Dover Castle - Kevin Booth and Jonathan Coad, English Heritage.
Jonathan Coad introduced the topic and set the scene - the main part
being the recent survey and recording of the Great Tower at Dover by Kevin
Booth. Dover is the largest and most sophisticated of the 12th century Tower
keeps, built c 1180's and completed by 1190. It served a dual role as a royal
palace and powerful self contained fortification - but very much a symbol of
royal power. It is rectangular in plan, of three main storeys, with an elaborate
forebuilding.
By the late 1980's increasing water penetration was causing some
concern and during the mid 1990's English Heritage undertook a major
program of repair and repointing. This work was preceded and informed by
this thorough recording exercise. The whole of the exterior of the keep was
clad in scaffolding for the first time, thus giving Kevin and colleagues an
unparalleled access. The team also included John Goodall and John Roberts.
Kevin's paper looked at the fabric of the Great Tower in assessing
how and when it was constructed, and when it may have been altered. The
Tower is built of Caen limestone and local Kentish ragstone. 25 different
mortar types have been recorded. From 1188 to the 16th century no documented works were recorded, but a total of 13 building phases throughout the
life of the keep have been detected. The Keep and the inner bailey were the
most significant and expensive secular works of Henry ll's reign, raised
between 1182 and 1189 at a cost of £6,000. Traces of render were discovered on the exterior walls, especially at gallery level and above, and Kevin
seems almost certain that the walls below the gallery level were not originally
rendered; also at gallery level we see a change of construction methods.
There was some interest in the broad masonry banding around the
exterior of three sides of the Tower elevations. There are four distinct bands,
and the render at the gallery level may have formed a fifth band, no doubt an
aesthetic feature. The entrance to the Tower is on the second floor, thus
allowing an impressive regal approach through the forebuilding.
The keep is arranged on three floors. Each floor comprises a pair of
chambers divided by a spine wall and surrounded by a number of other
chambers. Beneath the battlements there is a fourth storey, which has a
gallery running round inside the walls. This was once believed to have been
a clerestory to the upper floor halls but the recent location of an early drain
chute shows that the roof was originally countersunk within the gallery level.
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Several parallels exist for this arrangement, including, as we now know at
the White Tower, Henry ll's keeps at Richmond and Newcastle, and also at
Guildford. However most of the original features of a countersunk roof-line
have now largely been obliterated. The forebuilding was not the only means
of access; at the foot of the stair there is a large 12th century doorway. Its
existence makes the elaborate fortification of the forebuilding superfluous. If
the forebuilding had no military purpose, it may have been a setting for public
ceremonial. Two features strongly imply this was the case. The entrance
facade of the keep was originally
faced in Caen stone, which suggests it was intended as a show
front. Set in this facade at a point
directly above the entrance to the
forebuilding are the remains of a
second floor doorway, now partially blocked to form a window.
This opened from the dais at the
high end of the principal upper hall
to the building and the most obvious explanation for it would be as
a balcony entrance, perhaps intended for royal appearances.
Balcony arrangements of this kind
have existed in later keeps such
as Richmond and Newcastle. The
latter is a particularly interesting
parallel because it was also built
by Dover's architect Maurice, and
to a very similar design.
The Keep was massive and imposing and contains elements of
security but was demonstrably not a defensive work. The inner and outer
baileys served as that. Was it residential? The rooms lacked any 12th century
fireplaces. The assumption that the keep was a discrete domestic unit for the
royal household is questionable. But the keep did have an important function
as the symbolic and ceremonial centre of the castle, the forebuilding particularly a setting for public ceremonial. Further, both upper and lower chapels in
the forebuilding are identical in their architectural mouldings and decoration,
and are directly copied from the contemporary work at Canterbury Cathedral.
Medieval documentation suggests that one of these chapels was dedicated
to Thomas Becket, who had been murdered in 1070. Henry II bore the odium
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of Christendom for the act. In 1180 a decision was taken to construct a public
setting for St Thomas's shrine at the east end of the new choir at Canterbury.
Immediately after this was finished -1182, Henry II began work on the castle
keep, a building to rival Becket's cathedral in scale.
It is difficult to resist the conclusion that the combined dedication and decoration of the chapels was intended to make a point, It looks like a calculated act
of appropriation- an allusion to the martyr and his cathedral in the processional
space of Henry's own keep, his symbol of kingship. [ Thanks also goes to John
Goodall for additional comments on the internal features of the keep and their
symboliism. Note his article in Country Life of March 18th and 25th 1999 in
support of Kevin Booth's comments].
Trim Castle - Kevin O'Brien - Duchas Heritage Service, Eire.
Trim is among the greatest of the Norman castles in Ireland. The
castle is built on high ground at the southern side of the River Boyne. At the
town side of the castle an early gateway with a barbican (no longer standing
was built, [now referred to as the Trim gate]. A later gateway with a large
circular gate-tower, centrally pierced, and a rectangular-shaped barbican was
constructed at the Dublin side of the castle. These outer defences are so
strong it is highly unlikely that the castle could seriously have been under threat
from the indigenous population in the medieval period. Even if the outer
defences
could
have
been
breached there were substantial
inner defences around the keep.
Recent excavations have revealed
that as well as a fosse running
completely round the keep, its first
floor entrance was protected by a
forebuilding. By the mid 13th century, a mantlet wall inside the line of
the fosse was added with the drawbridge entrance across the fosse.
The foundations of the building
found to the south of the keep
could be evidence of a 'strong
house', in existence before 1180.
Hugh de Lacy's Great Tower is of
considerable interest. It is believed
that the Tower, a structure that
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contained, in the late twelfth and thirteenth centuries, all the domestic
accommodation for the lord and his inner household, went through three, but
all reasonably continuous, building phases. The first Phase was c. 1175-80.
Phase li, the Walter de Lacy period, mid1190's-(he inherited the Trim estate
from his father in 1194) and Phase III 1202 - 5. Examination of the first phase
of the building of the Great Tower indicates that there may have been no
cross-wall planned and that this was a afterthought, but still part of the first
phase. [Excavations have uncovered a large well dressed stone pillar at
ground floor level which may have been intended to support the timbers of
the first floor]. Temporary roof lines of each phase can be detected, each one
configured to collect rainwater. The three remaining side towers offered
reasonably comfortable living accommodation and functional offices, that left
the main central rooms - the hall and chamber fairly free.

Other points covered in the talk were: The plinth at the base of the tower is an addition
after Phase I. South tower was built first. West Tower residential. North Tower the
latrine tower, (collapsed). There are evidence of timber hoardings over the wall walk
at the roof level. During Phase II the centra! tower raised up by one storey. During
Phase III the final roof was erected as double countersunk structure. Each corner
tower capped. When the final building took place c 1204, a large chamber was
constructed at third floor level, but one hesitates to call it the Great Hall. Space is only
12 metres square. If it is not a hall in the conventional sense the problem was resolved
c 1300 by filling and raising up the ground level behind the north-east curtain wall and
building a large, three-aisled hall with large windows piercing the existing curtain and
looking out over the Boyne River. Also during the final Phase, the side towers were
raised to the level of the centre block.
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Castles of South Turkey and North Cyprus
The trip has been planned for July 2002 and Professor Denys Pringle will
lead the party. Members should have received a synopsis of the itinerary for
the visit from July 1 st - 13th. The price is £1290 per person and includes all
airline arrangements, all hotel accommodations in 3 star hotels based on
double occupancy, all breakfasts and dinners not including drinks, all tours,
excursions sightseeing and porterage. Further details are available from:
Distant Horizons,4 Amherst Road, Manchester M14 6UQ;tel 0161 225 5317
Fax 0161 718 5478; E-mail: disthoriz@compuserve.com
Attention of Jacqueline Moran.

The Normans in the Welsh Marches:
Saturday 23 February 2002. A day school to be held at Rewley House, 1
Wellington Square, Oxford. Course Director Trevor Rowley. Contact: Oxford
University Department for Continuing Education. Costs: £38 with lunch, £30
without.

Wales and the Welsh Marches.
CSG Member and historian Paul Remfrey has a series of 'Walks and Talks'
planned during 2002 based around castles along the Welsh Borders. Details are available on his web site : www.users.totalise.co.uk/~castles99

Trip to the Loire Valley - 3rd-10th August 2002
Organised by the University of Nottingham - led by Pamela Marshall.
•

Cost £860 sharing (£105 single supplement)
Includes return flights Stansted-Poitiers, all transport and entrances. 7 nights half
board accommodation in the historic Priory of St. Lazare, complete with a 12thcentury chapel endowed by Henry II. Situated within the walls of Fontevrault Abbey, this leper hospital is now a hotel with excellent food.
• Visits will include:
Castles at Moncontour, Angers (including the Tapestry of the Apocalypse),
Chinon, Langeais, Loches, Beaumont en Vallee, Poitiers, Montreuil-Bellay,
Doue-la-Fontaine.
• Cathedrals, abbeys, churches or chapels at Poitiers, Fontevrault (including the
Plantagenet tombs), Angers, Loches, Montreuil-Bellay, St Jouin de Marne, Chinon.
• Free time in Saumur.
Apply to Study Tours Booking Hotline
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CHEPSTOW CASTLE
THE SECOND ONE DAY SCHOOL
presented by The Chepstow Society & Chepstow Museum in association with
Cadw: Welsh Historic Monuments:
NEW INSIGHTS
THE RESULTS OF MORE RECENT RESEARCH REVEALED
SATURDAY 20th APRIL 2002
at The Drill Hall, Chepstow
As with the First Day School in 1999, the day brings together speakers who
have been engaged on various research projects on Chepstow Castle, and is
the first occasion that the results of their work will be made known to the public.
The proceedings will be chaired by Jeremy Knight, formerly Inspector of
Ancient Monuments for Cadw with responsibility for Chepstow Castle. The
programme for the day includes the following presentations:
The Norman Great Tower, Rick Turner, Inspector of Ancient Monuments,
Cadw In this, the first of his presentations today charting the development of
the Great Tower, Rick will piece together the structural evidence for and then
reconstruct the first phase of this great building. He will attempt answers to the
intriguing questions of 'Who built it? When? and What for?'
William Marshal's Castle, Richard Avent, Chief Inspector of Ancient Monuments and Historic Buildings, Cadw
Expanding upon his discussion of the main gatehouse presented at the First
Day School, Richard will chart the development of William Marshal's new
castle, and show how it was at the forefront of European castle design.
The Marshal's Great Tower, Rick Turner, Cadw
In its second phase, two of William Marshal's sons transformed the Norman
great tower into a fine great hall and chamber with exquisite architectural detail.
Roger Bigod, fifth earl of Norfolk, Marc Morris, University of Oxford
will describe his researches into the eventful life and political career of one of
the greatest magnates of Edward I's reign and try to show how Roger Bigod's
ambitions and aspirations are reflected in his great building campaigns at
Chepstow and elsewhere.
Roger Bigod's Great Tower, Rick Turner, Cadw
The last phase of the great tower saw it at its most imposing and overtly military.
What was Roger Bigod using the tower for? and what had it come to symbolise?
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CHEPSTOW CASTLE
THE SECOND ONE DAY SCHOOL
Chepstow Castle in the reign of Edward II, Stephen Priestley, freelance
historian:
In his comprehensive documentary research into the castle, Stephen has found
evidence of building works, theft, intrigue, garrisoning, victualling and Edward
II and Hugh Despenser's final flight before their capture.
Castles or Pleasure Palaces? Jeremy Ashbee, Historic Royal Palaces
Agency:
Are the great castles of the Middle Ages simply fortresses? What were the
'Gloriettes' recorded at Corfe, Leeds and Chepstow Castles? Jeremy will
explore the tradition of building medieval palaces in the form of castles, across
Europe to its origins in Moorish Spain, and show what royalty and the great
magnates of the period were trying to achieve with these great buildings.
These short presentations will occupy the morning and first part of the afternoon
and will be followed by a tour of the relevant parts of the Castle led by, and as
discussed by, the two Cadw speakers, which will end the days programme at
approximately 5.30pm.
Afterwards, back at the Drill Hall, there will be a special showing of the 1913
silent film of Ivanhoe which was made mostly on location at Chepstow Castle
by the Imperial Film Company. A chance to see various parts of the Castle as
it was then, as well as an enjoyable romp through Walter Scott's story. There
may be the added enhancement of piano accompaniment in the silent movie
tradition...The film lasts for about half an hour.
The day starts with Registration at 9.30 am. The first talk will begin at 10
am.
Coffee and tea will be provided but the day's fee does not include lunch
which can be taken at one of the several local hostelries, hotels and restaurants all in easy walking distance.
FEE FOR THE DAY IS £8.50 per person payable to The Chepstow Society'
To book a place please send your remittance to:
Chepstow Museum, Gwy House, Bridge Street, Chepstow, Monmouthshire, NP16 5EZ
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BRITAIN'S PAST HAS A GREAT FUTURE SAYS
TESSA JOWELL, CULTURE SECRETARY
Historic Environment Statement concludes widest ranging review of
heritage policy for decades.
The most wide-ranging Statement of heritage policy for several decades was
published on December 13th by Culture Secretary Tessa Jowell. The Historic Environment: A Force for our Future sets out the Government's vision
of the historic environment standing at the very heart of contemporary life.
Speaking at the launch of the review today, Tessa Jowell said:
"This Statement is not just about maintaining our historic buildings and
places. It refers to the whole of our urban and rural landscape. And it's not
just about learning from the past. It's about how the historic environment can
improve the quality of life for all of us by creating greater prosperity, more
jobs, the regeneration of our towns, cities and countryside and a greater
sense of community.
The statement contains commitments to:
• continue public funding for the care of the historic environment; • maintain
an effective framework of statutory protection for all elements of the historic
environment; • include the historic environment in the remit of Green Ministers in all Departments; • conclude management plans for England's eleven
World Heritage sites.
The Culture Secretary continued:
"There are already a lot of good things happening including greater access
and more community involvement in our historic environment. We want to
increase this still further. That's why we will look at how we might promote
free access for children to historic properties. We are also responding to
people's desire to broaden the definition of what should be valued and
looking at ways in which we can get people of all ages more involved in the
historic environment through education programmes and the greater use of
volunteers. But more needs to be done. For example, we need to find new
ways of involving people and communities who may feel the historic environment has no relevance to them."
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The Statement looks in detail at what can be done to develop the potential
of the heritage sector including funding, legislation, policy guidance and
delivery. It recommends ways in which organisations can work more closely
together; how regulatory regimes can be improved; and how resources can
be better deployed.
The Culture Secretary paid tribute to the work of English Heritage and
partner organisations in producing Power of Place, the report which constituted the first stage of the review:
" The Power of Place report last December has been of immense value. It
set the agenda for action and shaped the Government's own vision."
Minister of Regeneration, Lord Falconer said:
" We in this country are incredibly lucky to have some of the most beautiful
historic buildings in the world. From the Royal Crescent in Bath to Liverpool's Liver Building - we have an architectural heritage to be proud of.
These buildings are vital to the quality of everyone's life - or to the sense of
ourselves as a nation. Yesterday's planning Green Paper - the most radical
planning reform for 50 years - will strengthen our commitment to maintaining our historical environment and conservation in general."
Sir Neil Cossons, Chair of the Power of Place Steering Group, said:
"This is the most powerful endorsement by any Government for a generation about the value of the historic environment, and its economic and social
contribution. We are particularly pleased by the commitment to an effective
framework of statutory protection for all elements of the historic environment.
" Power of Place and Force for our Future throw down a series of challenges to central and local government, and to the whole of our sector. We
now need to respond effectively to those challenges."
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Dr Simon Thurley has - December 12th - been appointed
Chief Executive Of English Heritage, the Governments lead body
for the historic environment. Currently Director of the Museum of London, he
will take up his new post in March 2002.
Welcoming Dr Thurley's appointment, Sir Neil Cossons, Chairman of
English Heritage, said: "Simon could not have joined us at a more significant
time for England's historic environment and English Heritage. Today, the
Government publishes its Planning Green Paper and tomorrow its longawaited response to Power of Place, the document setting out a clear future
for our historic past, which English Heritage published last December on
behalf of the entire sector. I believe that Simon has the skills, energy and
insight to follow through the Power of Place initiatives that will make a real
difference to people's lives and the towns, cities and villages of England.
"English Heritage is changing too. We are emerging from the encumbrances of bureaucracy, transforming ourselves into a more open, inclusive,
customer-focused organisation. Simon's outstanding achievements both at
the Museum of London and before that at Historic Royal Palaces will help us
to drive forward our modernising agenda and make the most of the many skills
and talents we have in English Heritage." Minister for the Arts, Tessa Blackstone, congratulated Dr Thurley and said: "I am delighted that Dr Thurley has
agreed to serve as the new Chief Executive of English Heritage. He has wide
knowledge of the sector and will bring invaluable experience with him.
"This is an exciting time for the heritage sector. The Government's
Statement, The Historic Environment: "A Force for our Future", will be published tomorrow and will complete our wide ranging review of policies relating
to the historic environment. We are also examining the future role and functions of English Heritage in our quinquennial review. This means there will be
a challenging agenda for English Heritage and its new Chief Executive. I wish
Dr Thurley well in his post." Dr Thurley said: "Protecting and enhancing
England's heritage, not just for people today but for those who come after us,
is a huge responsibility and privilege. I passionately believe that our historic
environment is an under-used and under-valued asset. I want to ensure that
it is made central to our national life, valued for the part it plays in economic
and social regeneration and in fostering strong, healthy communities. Responsible management of the historic environment is not about paralysis. It is about
managing and finding room for change. It is about enabling the past to live and
breathe in the present. "But perhaps above all, I want to encourage greater
understanding of what we mean by 'our heritage', making it accessible and
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meaningful to all sectors of society. We need to enable historic buildings and
landscapes to tell their stories, bring the past into the present and make
connections with who we are now. Sir Neil paid tribute to all the staff at
English Heritage. He said: "Few organisations can boast of such a dedicated
and professional staff. In particular, I would like to thank Carole Souter who
has led the organisation so ably and will continue to do so as Acting Chief
Executive in this interim period."
Biographical details:
Dr Simon Thurley is the Director of the Museum of London, the
world's largest and most comprehensive urban history Museum. Before
taking up his post in September 1997, he was the first Curator of the Historic
Royal Palaces. In this role he was responsible for the presentation, archaeology, building maintenance and display of Hampton Court Palace, Kensington
Palace, the Tower of London, the Banqueting House, Whitehall and Kew
Palace. In the eight years that he held the post he was responsible for some
of the largest restoration projects ever undertaken in the UK, including the
repair of the fire damaged wing at Hampton Court, the restoration of the
King's Privy Garden on the south front there, the creation of a new jewel
house for the Crown Jewels at the Tower of London, and the restoration of
George I state apartments at Kensington.
At the Museum of London, Dr Thurley has set out to inspire a passion
for London in Londoners. As a result of a dynamic exhibition programme
visitors have risen from 250,000 to nearly 400,000. Using the Museum's 300
strong archaeological unit, major discoveries have been made including the
Spitalfields Roman. In February 2002, a £5m rebuilding of the Museum's
stores in Hackney will create Europe's largest publicly accessible archaeological research centre. Work is also currently underway to build a new entrance
and exhibition gallery for the main building on London Wall at a cost of £11 m.
Dr Thurley has also written extensively on Royal Palaces, the English Court
and heritage issues including his best selling 1993 book for Yale University
Press, The Royal Palaces of Tudor England and in 1999 a history of Whitehall Palace also with Yale. He has also written many academic articles, and
contributed to newspapers and magazines. As well as lecturing all over the
world on the Royal Court and Royal Palaces, Dr Thurley is a regular presenter television and has a London history slot on BBC London. Dr Thurley
is 39 and lives in a large William and Mary mansion in Stepney, East London
with the couture milliner Katharine Goodison, a large library and a collection
of archaeological exhibits.
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News - England
Bamburgh Castle research Project
In the early 1970's, an archaeological excavation was carried out at
the north end of the castle grounds. Dr. Brian Hope-Taylor oversaw this. At
this "dig" he made what he described as "the most important discovery of my
career". It was accurately estimated at the scene of the dig that to remove and
sift through one foot of soil was to go back 200 years. On this dig and their
journey back through time, they came across many interesting finds, but none
more important nor significant than a tiny piece of beautifully worked gold. It
was about the size of a thumbnail and it dated back to the early seventh
century, predating the Lindisfarne Gospels by 100 years. It was shaped like
an intertwining beast and was affectionately named "The Bamburgh Beast".
The monks on Lindisfarne must have seen and examined this article of
beauty, and, in all probability, copied it into some of the beautiful illuminations
portrayed in their Gospels. The dig carried on to a depth of eight feet, spanning
a period of 1,600 years and still they found signs of human habitation - fish
bones, carbonised cereals of grain, etc. Therefore it has been proved conclusively that Bamburgh was a settlement long before the arrival of the Anglo
Saxons and probably before the Romans.
FLAW O F THE MEDIEVAL C A S HJ DERIVED FROM AVAILABLE S OURCES

More recently - in fact - in 1998, a team from Durham University explored the
interior of the Castle grounds with ultrasonic scanning equipment. This sophisticated mechanism could detect man-made structures many metres under the
ground. What they discovered was evidence of fortifications predating the
Roman Conquest. So far perhaps the most exiting results have emerged from
a resistivity survey conducted, by Phil Howard of Durham University, on the
extensive area of lawn within the Inner Ward.
38
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Bamburgh Castle continued

Resistivity involves conducting a small electric current into the ground
through metal probes in order to measure subtle variations in electrical resistance over a given area. As you can imagine a stone wall does not conduct
electricity very well and will show up as high resistance. Conversely material
which had accumulated in a ditch is likely to have retained a relatively high
moisture content and will show up as a lower than normal resistance. By taking
a large number of readings over a measured grid a plan of buried features can
be compiled even though on the surface nothing can be seen but a uniform turf
or topsoil.
A number of linear features have been detected, and although the
results were too faint to outline complete buildings, that the linears represent
parts of structures seems in little doubt. The resistivity plot and the interpretation of the data is shown on the web site www.bamburghresearchproject.co.uk.
The rectangular anomaly marked (A) looks very like a building and two
sides of a further structure (B) has shown up to the north-west. The other linear
features in the survey may indicate the presence of other structural remains,
though somewhat poorly defined. The fact that the alignment of the structures
is very different to that of the existing structures of the castle and those of the
known medieval arrangements is perhaps very significant. What were these
structures then, and perhaps more importantly when where they? Given that
they are unlikely to be either medieval or post-medieval the most logical
interpretation left is that they date to the Anglo-Saxon period and that in the
ghostlike linear alignments on the resistivity plot from the Inner Ward we have
our first view of Northumberland's Anglo-Saxon capital to emerge in 1000
years.
At the same time as the resistivity survey on the lawn a further such
survey was conducted within the Chapel of St Peter. Here features were again
identified, though their interpretation has proved difficult. The foundations of
the chapel seen today are the remains of the building constructed during the
reign of Henry II and are believed to lie on the site of the earlier Basilica of St
Peter.
The resistivity may have shown up some traces of this earlier structure, though not in a clearly identified form; or the results may represent
structural alterations conducted in the lifetime of the later 12th century chapel.
A clear interpretation must await further work. A magnetometer survey of the
West Ward was also conducted during this phase of work. Magnetometry
works along similar principles to resistivity, though detecting minute
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anomalies in the earth's magnetic field caused by the variable magnetic
character of certain types of buried feature. These results although interesting
were harder to interpret. A number of large sub-circular anomalies were
distributed in the southern part of the survey area and could conceivably
represent pits and be of archaeological origin.
An extensive radar survey was conducted within the Inner Ward of
the castle in order to check and further expand on the resistivity survey
reported in Archaeology in Northumberland 1997-98. The survey has recovered a vast volume of data and although analysis is still in its early days it is
clear that the radar has confirmed the presence of a number of the structures
seen on the resistivity plot. Further it would appear to have picked up a
substantial boundary-like feature towards the east end of the ward behind the
rear of the chapel of St Peter. One very tentative interpretation for this could
be that the main area of secular occupation of the castle was deliberately
segregated from the area of religious activity by this boundary.
The survey within the chapel identified a number of interesting features. The most intriguing of which was a rather large odd shaped feature at
the west end. At the time our best interpretation was that we were seeing the
disturbed foundations of a west end tower. The feature was certainly interesting enough to stimulate further investigation.
Having obtained a grant from the Society for Medieval Archaeology,
in 1999 Brian Donelly of Northumbrian Surveys conducted a ground penetrating radar survey in the inner ward of the castle. One of the areas we naturally
asked him to concentrate on was the chapel. The survey certainly produced
some remarkable results, due to the technique's ability to 'see' vertical profiles
down into the ground. The resistivity used previously produced only a plan
view. The survey produced a vast amount of data for the whole of the inner
ward area, the implications of which we are still attempting to interpret. The
survey within the chapel was perhaps the most remarkable result of all. Here
a strange domed feature showed up on line after line of the survey in the first
five metres of the western end of the chapel. The same area in fact that had
shown up the strange feature on the resistivity survey. This time however, we
could see the feature in all three dimensions using computer projection. We
were looking at a structural feature which measured 5m east-west by 3.5m
north south and extending more than two metres into the ground. Significantly
it followed the alignment of the chapel walls. Everything pointed to the fact
that we were looking at a buried chamber within the chapel.
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The 3D projection showed a vaulted structure with a passage like
extension leading east into the main body of the church. The west part of the
structure was uneven suggesting that it had partially or totally collapsed at
that end. A gap at the south end could, with a fair amount of imagination be
seen as a second entrance or exit. All things considered it looked very much
like a crypt, and in addition, there are very compelling reasons why a crypt
could be expected beneath the chapel at Bamburgh. The castle chapel
almost certainly lies on an earlier Anglo-Saxon church at the site, called the
Basilica of St Peter by Bede, and where he tells us that the arm of St Oswald
was kept in a silver shrine. The church and shrine were built soon after the
saint's death in battle in
AD642, and it soon became a
pilgrimage site where many
miracles took place. Less reliable sources even suggest that
St. Oswald's head was kept at
the castle for a time. The size
of the burial chamber at Bamburgh is similar to the individual rooms at the two
Anglo-Saxon crypts known in
Northumbria, at Hexham and
Ripon.
The prospect of an Anglo-Saxon crypt at Bamburgh is, to say the
least, exciting. One thing that does concern us, however, is that we would
have expected to find a crypt at the east end of the church. However, its
location at the west end may well be due to nothing more than the need for
access, as the east end of the church would have lain hard up against the
ramparts of the citadel. We cannot be certain that feature is a crypt unless we
excavate it, so this is exactly what we hope to do. Excavation is not
something we will undertake lightly, a great deal of planning will have to be
done in advance.
By courtesy of Graeme Young and Phil Wood.
Bamburgh Castle Research Group.
PS. There has been no further work regarding the putative crypt during this
seasons work. However, the BRG did undertake an investigation of the
Anglo-Saxon well now located within the 12th century keep, which was excavated through some 45 m ofdolorite and sandstone.
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Wark on Tweed Castle
Few buildings in England can have experienced as much hostility as
that of Wark on Tweed Castle (NT 824387), on the Anglo-Scottish border
about two miles south-west of Coldstream. Variously described as being 'the
strongest thing I have ever see' (in 1523) and 'used more as a farm than a
place of strength' (in 1561), Wark Castle was repeatedly destroyed, rebuilt
and improved.
A programme of vegetation clearance and repair of the castle, managed by Northumberland County Council and funded by English Heritage,
the European Union and Wark Estate, was completed in 1999. An interpretation panel has now been erected on the site, explaining its history and
providing a reconstruction drawing of how the castle might have looked in the
16th century. Although there is no public access onto the castle itself, the
interpretation panel is situated next to a public road, which skirts the eastern
edge of the castle, and a public footpath runs along the western edge,
allowing clear views of one of the most imposing elements of the remains.
From Archaeology in Northumberland 2000-2001

Rare carvings saved for nation go on show.
THREE rare English medieval sculptures that were in danger of being
sold in America have been saved for the nation and have gone on display for
the first time in London. The wooden figures were bought by the Victoria &
Albert Museum for £220,000 after the Government imposed a temporary
export ban to give the museum time to raise money. The figures of a knight
in armour, a young nobleman wearing a coronet and a man in a short-waisted
tunic were made for the Great Hall at Naworth Castle, Cumbria about 1470.
They are thought to depict three of the Dacre family, which lived at Naworth
and was one of the most powerful dynasties in northern England.
There is nothing comparable to the carvings in any other collection in
Britain. Most English medieval sculpture was destroyed during the Reformation and the Civil War. In 1999 they were sold at Sotheby's by the Hon Philip
Howard, owner of the castle, who was trying to raise £1 million to restore
Naworth. They were bought for £220,000 by Daniel Katz, a London art dealer
who applied for an export licence to show them in New York. The National
Heritage Memorial Fund provided £145,000 towards the purchase and the Art
Fund £50,000.
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Alnwick Castle Gardens.
"The critics are divided. Is the Duchess of Northumberland creating
the most ambitious garden in England, or the most monstrous of follies?"
That was the recent introduction to a newspaper article covering the new
Gardens at Alnwick, a £14 million paradise in the making. Within the grounds
of Alnwick Castle, landscaped by Capability Brown, a remarkable project is
taking place. In October the first phase - the Ornamental garden - was
opened to the public. It is the first garden to be created in Britain by Jacques
Wirtz, the renowned Belgian designer. Earlier, planning permission for the
fourteen acre project had been opposed by English Heritage and other
conservation bodies on the grounds that the listed site contained works of
national importance. The site included the 'productive gardens of 'Algernon
the Magnificent', one of the current 12th Duke's ancestors, which were
reputedly designed by William Nesfield, who also laid out the Botanic Gardens at Kew.
A damning critique was circulated by the Garden History Society,
and on one site visit Jane Northumberland was told: "What you are doing is
criminal, ripping out one of the most important gardens in England". Jacques
Wirtz first came to public notice during 1990 when he won the international
competition to redesign the Tuileries Gardens in Paris. He is frequently
likened to the great 17th century designer Andre le Notre, whose own vision
for the Tuileries, opening up the grand central vista all the way to the Arc de
Triomphe, typifies an entire age. His design at Alnwick invokes both the
water gardens of the Villa d'Este at Tivoli, the Neapolitan palace of Caserta,
and the green architecture of Het Loo, Netherlands, and Hampton Court.
Jane Northumberland herself was inspired by the Renaissance gardens in
Italy, the Peterhof water gardens near St. Petersburg and contemporary
gardens such as the Pare Citroen in Paris. "People tell me I'm not making a
garden, I am making an 'experience', and in some ways that's right....for me,
its all about water an music and light". When completed, it is hoped to open
the gardens until 11 p.m. every night, with the great central cascade providing a virtuoso display.
Jane Northumberland went on to say: "The one thing that irritated me
about English gardens was their stuffiness - so po-faced! I wanted something
here that would interest and amuse children. Garden visiting with my mother
when was a child was so boring - you only went because you thought she
would buy something in the shop". Not since the 18th century, when Horace
Walpole could claim that "Poetry, Painting, and Gardening ...will forever by
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Alnwick Castle Gardens continued.

men of Taste be deemed Three Sisters" can the making of an English
garden have attracted such much attention, and controversy.
Prior to the work on the new gardens - from February to April 2000,
Pre-construct Archaeology (PGA) Ltd undertook a major archaeological
project in advance of the post-medieval conservatory gardens at Alnwick
Castle. The gardens investigated occupy approximately four hectares to the
south east of Alnwick Castle. Variously called the kitchen garden, flower
garden, walled garden, old garden and conservatory garden, and largely
neglected in recent decades, the site is being transformed through a bold
redevelopment scheme devised by the Duchess of Northumberland. At the
heart of the Duchess's plans are a massive cascading water feature, cut into
the sloping central area of the garden, with a new pool at its foot.
The conservatory garden at Alnwick was laid out by the first Duke in
about 1760, first appearing on a map of 1772 as a walled kitchen garden
with a vinery incorporated into its north wall. It is known that the garden
buildings were frequently updated to reflect the most recent trends in
horticultural practice, with, for example, the cultivation of exotic fruit being
an esteemed pastime in late 18th century England. The gardens were
reworked by both the second and third Dukes including the addition of a
'middle'garden around 1826 to the south of the original garden. By 1859 the
fourth Duke had purchased enough land to the south to commission designs
for a far more extensive development. An 'upper walled kitchen garden was
added to the south of the middle garden around 1859 and then the entire
lower and middle gardens were remodeled in the 1860's. Although the 19th
century landscape designer William Nesfield is known to have prepared a
proposal for the layout in 1860, it was actually fashionable Italianate gardens
that were implemented , these being more in tune with the Duke's tastes.
At the time of the archaeological work, the ground plan of the
redevelopment work was essentially that which had resulted from the fourth
Duke's remodeling. Standing buildings, earthworks and buried structures
and deposits derived from over 200 years of usage of the site as conservatory gardens were to be affected by the redevelopment groundworks and
there was a planning requirement for a major programme of archaeological
survey and recording.
Parterre arrangements from the Victorian period were exposed and
recorded across both areas. Underlying the parterres was evidence of the
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huge scale of Victorian groundworks associated with the fourth Duke's
redevelopment. Standing building recording was undertaken on structures
within the conservatory gardens, which were to be demolished as part of the
development proposals. Topographical survey was undertaken of the massive earthworks surrounding the enormous parterre of the sloping middle
garden. The only significant feature of Nesfield's design to be incorporated
into that garden was a viewing point formed as a mount at the top of the
middle garden and this too was surveyed. Intensive mapping using a total
station EDM was carried out to create a detailed hachure plan of the earthworks.

The fieldwork at Alnwick Castle Gardens was generously funded by the
Northumberland Estates. In addition, provision was made for the post excavation assessment of the stratigraphic, artefactual and paieoenvironmental
data recovered. This work is being carried out by PCA and will lead to the
production of a report later in 2001-2 containing recommendations for further
analysis of the data leading to publication.
With thanks to Robin Taylor-Wilson of Pre-Construct Archaeology Ltd
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Halton Castle
In the 19th and 20th centuries, the 'myth of the pele tower' held sway,
the well preserved tower was seen as the oldest part of the house, although
it was realised quite early on that the north range at the rear of the building
incorporated some medieval masonry as well. W H Knowles, architect to
early 20th century changes in the house, wrote the Northumberland County
History description that saw this as of late 15* century date (50 or 100 years
later than the tower). In 1978 Borne and Dixon {Archaeologia Aeliana 5 series
6, 131-9) examined the building again, and came up with a new interpretation
- in common with other border houses, the tower was no longer the earliest
part, but an addition to an earlier hall, part of which survived. The north range
incorporated part of this late 13th or 14th century hall, and the tower was of c.
1400; the link block between the two was largely of c.1600 but incorporated
in earlier wall, of similar age to the hall, which had probably formed one side
of a defensible courtyard. Where Halton differed from other houses-withtowers was that here the tower, instead of forming the more usual solar
actually built onto one end of the hall (e.g. Shortflatt and probably Belsay),
was physically separate - by a few metres- from the main building and more
suited to provide a defensible retreat if the need arose.
Unlike nearby Aydon, Halton is an organic house in which virtually
every generation of owners have left their mark by rearranging the domestic
accommodation within the rather convoluted group of buildings left to them
by previous centuries. A 1911 plan by Knowles shows that the kitchen was
then in the link block, but that it was planned to move it into the north range,
which at this time was largely servants quarters. Ninety years on, another
phase of remodeling in the summer and autumn of 2000, this time accompanied by archaeological supervision, saw the kitchen moved again, now into
what was the 'morning room' in the Queen Anne block; the 1911 -200 kitchen
(in fact the remaining part of the medieval hall, still had a fine ceiling of 16th
century moulded beams) now becoming a sitting room. The 2000 works
revealed further archaeological evidence. Sufficient to allow yet another
reinterpretation of the house, and to push its origins back before Borne and
Dixon's manor house of c.1300. They had based their dating of the north
range on a shoulder-arched doorway, which the latest examination suggests
may be a re-used piece. However, an original hall window was uncovered, a
lofty one of two trefoil-arched lights. Its generous proportions suggest that it
belongs to a house built before the outbreak of the Scottish wars in the late
1200's, although architecturally it might be a little later. Its lintel was a re-used
cross slab grave cover, perhaps as early as c.1100; its design, with the
cross head enclosed by concentric rings, was very like the
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one recently found at Castle Terrace in Berwick. More interesting still was
the manner in which the window had been hurriedly blocked up - presumably as an attempt at fortification, and a tiny window with its round-arched
head cut from a single stone set in the blocking. This looks to have been
reused from elsewhere, and could even be Anglo-Saxon.
In the link block came other earlier evidences. The west wall, seen
by Borne and Dixon as originally a courtyard wall, turned out to have
started life as the east side of a building that must pre-date the north range.
The large block at its south east corner, doubtless re-used Roman material, are laid in the side alternate fashion characteristic of Anglo-Saxon

masonry; however, the chamfered plinth at the foot of the wall is more
medieval in character. Another length of chamfered plinth of very similar
type survives beneath an 18 th century outbuilding range to the east of the
north range.
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So what is the date of the earliest parts of Halton Castle? One
possibility is that we are looking at a series of rebuildings of the house within
the troubled last decades of the 13th century; that the side alternating
quoining is coincidental, and that the small round arched window must, like
the grave slab, have been re-used from a church nearby. Another, and
here one must be aware of wild speculation- is that Halton incorporates a
far older structure than has yet been recognised in any borders house, and
one that might even pre-date the Norman Conquest.
This all might seem far-fetched, but the historical evidence is
tempting. It was suggested by Cadwallader Bates that Halton is, in fact, the
Scylesceastre at which, the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle records, the Northumbrian king Aelfwold was murdered (by his own nephew) in 789. All that is
recorded is that it was juxta murum (near the wall), that Aelfwold's body was
carried to Hexham, and that a church was founded there. The 'ceastre'
(Chester) element is suggestive of a nearby Roman fort.
All this fits very well with Halton, with its little much-rebuilt church
close to the Castle. So might an early royal manor or palace have stood on
or near the site? And what would it have looked like? Anglo-Saxon domestic
buildings known from archeaological evidence were almost all of timber, but
any builder here would have been foolish to ignore the source of dressed
stone provided by the Roman fort a few hundred metres away.
Any further investigation must probably await the next of successive generations of change in this intriguing building. Halton is a private
house, although it is well seen from the nearby road; most of the features
recorded during the 2000 works are once more behind plaster and stoothing.
Reproduced from Archaeology in Northumberland 2001-2001, with thanks to the
Northumberland Archaeology and Building Conservation Service, and the contributor of this article Peter Ryder.

Ponteland Pele Tower - Northumberland.
The Ponteland Pele Tower Working Group has requested £10,000 from the
National Lottery Fund the the Tower's restoration.
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Cressweli Tower
Following the demolition of an earlier manor house, a 'Mansion House'
adjoining the north side of the tower was built c 1750; various alterations to the
Tower were made, perhaps including the reconstruction of the parapets. The
Mansion House was in turn demolished in 1840 and at the same time, or a few
years later the tower was restored and re-roofed with the apparent intention of
returning it to something like its medieval state. It became a garden feature in

the extensive grounds of Cressweli Hall, a country house built in the early
1820's. Cressweli Hall was pulled down in the 1930's and the Tower became
increasingly subject to vandalism; by the late 1960's it was a roofless shell and
most of its wall openings were later walled up to deter intruders. It was
subsequently included in the English Heritage Register of Buildings at Risk,
which indicated that urgent action was necessary to prevent a rapid deterioration in its condition.
In 1999 Northumberland County Council secured funding from a variety of parties, including English Heritage, the European Union, Northumberland Environmental Partnership and the owners, Queensborough Holdings, to
undertake the repair of the tower. As part of the project, a detailed programme
of archaeological recording was carried out at the Tower in the early months of
2000, including a survey by rectified photography of all external and internal
wall faces, with 1:50 drawings being produce, along with the production of a
detailed structural inventory covering the building and its features. This work
was carried out prior to the commencement of a £46,000 scheme of repair and
conservation under the direction of the Conservation Team.
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As these works proceeded in May and June 2000, and the Tower was
scaffolded, opportunities arose to carry out further archaeological recording
and make observations of parts of the structure previously difficult to access.
The slab floor of the Tower basement was cleaned and recorded, shedding
considerable light on its 18th century phase when a doorway, now blocked,
communicated with the southernmost ground floor room in the Mansion
House and opened into a north-south passage. On the west was a single
room with some sort of structure in its north west corner, perhaps associated
with a puzzling medieval shaft or duct, perhaps originally intended for ventilation but which later may have served as a flue for an oven. On the east of the
passage were two rooms: the northern, brick paved, giving access to the
tower stair and the recess formed by the original entrance doorway
(reopened in the 19th century); and the larger southern one stone-paved.
There is evidence of older fabric re-used in the tower, including
architectural fragments found re-used at parapet level. The most important
was a block of buff sandstone which has formed a voussoir from a sizeable
arch, and is carved on both face and soffit. The ornament is very typically
Romanesque and probably of mid-12th century date. This is a very significant
find as it must almost certainly derive from a 12th century high status building,
probably a church; its most likely situation would be the outer order of a
doorway or chancel arch.
Was this part of the chapel associated with the Manor House demolished in the 18th century, referred to in some old records? The tradition of its
existence survives in the local name of The Old Monks' Chapel' given to a
ruined 19th century outbuilding set against the tall garden wall a short distance
north of the Tower. This has certainly never been a chapel, but it is interesting
in that an earlier door or window lintel of soft ferruginous sandstone, clearly
re-used, is reset over the window in its south wall. The lintel bears what
appears to be a series of initials carved in relief in sunk panels, and the date,
of which only '16..' Is now visible. Its style is typical of the 17th century, and it
may be a relic of some alterations to the manor house carried out prior to the
mid-18th century rebuilding. Another relic of the missing chapel may be a
medieval grave slab, taken to Woodhorn church, discovered some years ago
within Cresswell village.
Cresswell Tower is located in the grounds of Cresswell Towers Caravan Park. There is a permissive path to the Tower via the doorway in the estate boundary wall on the south side of the
village green (please do not park on the village green). Access to the interior of the Tower is
only available through the guided walks program published as Discover Northumberland 2001,
by Northumberland Countryside Service. Thanks to Peter Ryder for permission to reproduce
this article that first appeared in 'Archaeology in Northumberland'.
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Sandal Castle
Remains of the 13th century stone castle and the fine motte and bailey
can be seen on site. From the top of the motte there are superb views of the
Calder Valley. Finds from the excavations carried at Sandal Castle can be seen
at Wakefield Museum. In 2002 a new visitor centre will open at sandal Castle.
There will also be new steps and a bridge giving easier access to the ruins.

1. Motte

9. Great Hall

2. Outer Moat
3. Keep
4. Inner Bailey
5. Bailey
6. Curtain Wall
7 Privy Chamber
8. Great Chamber

10. Lodging Chamber
11. Larder
12. Kitchen
13. Bakehouse and Brewhouse
14. Constable's Lodging
15. Barbican
16. Gatehouse

The inner stronghold of the castle was on the motte (1) an artificial
mound built from layers of shale and earth excavated from the surrounding
defensive moat (2). A timber tower stood on the motte when the castle was first
built in the early 12th century, to act as both a last place of defence in case of
attack and probably also to act as the lord's residence when he stayed at the
castle. Almost all trace of this timber tower was wiped out by the stone
foundations of the later stone keep (3).
The stone keep (3) replaced the timber tower probably in the first half
of the 13th century. It was a circular keep with four towers, approached by a
defended staircase rising from two drum towers in the inner moat (4) which may
have been built slightly later than the keep. The masonry at the base of the
drum towers still shows the high quality of masonry work at Sandal Castle. The
centre of the keep may have been roofed over or been a courtyard open to the
sky.
In the adjoining bailey (5) stood all the ancillary buildings of a feudal
household, including the hall, lodgings, stables, barns etc. In the early timber
castle the bailey was defended by an earth bank, presumably with a palisade
on top, surrounded by the outer moat. The bank was leveled when the rebuilding in stone was carried out and a stone curtain wall was built encircling the
bailey (6). In the bailey the excavations uncovered the ground plan of a free
standing timber hall and nearby timber kitchen dating from the 12th century
castle, both now buried several feet below the present ground level in the bailey.
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Sandal Castle continued

The main domestic buildings of the stone castle, built slightly later
than the keep, were butted up to the bailey wall. Very little standing masonry
remains, and what the visitor now sees are the cellars or storerooms below
the main rooms used for entertainment which were at first floor level. These
rooms can be identified from 16th century surveys as Privy Chamber (7),
Great Chamber (8), Great Hall (9) and Lodging Chamber (10). Adjoining to
the west were service buildings, the Larder (11) and Kitchen (12). Next to the
Kitchen was a Bakehouse and Brewhouse (13) added by Richard III in
1484/5 on the site of earlier buildings. This area was again remodeled during
the Civil War by the building of Workshop, Forge and Stable for the Royalist
garrison, but these additions were removed during the excavations. At the
other end of the main stone range were further buildings which were occupied by the Constable of the Castle (14).
The most unusual feature of the rebuilding in stone at Sandal Castle
was the creation of the Barbican (15), an isolated tower with its own inner
moat carved out of the bailey. The intention was clearly to add an extra line
of defence, since after crossing the main drawbridge (16) attackers would
then have to go through the Barbican to reach the keep.

Clifford Castle - near Hay on Wye.
The Western Mail in November reported that Clifford Castle was up
for sale and on the market for £425,000. It refers, of course, to the 1920's
mock Tudor detached house of the same name lying in the grounds, almost
in the shadow of the ruins of Clifford. The land includes part of a disused
railway line, and single bank fishing rights covering about 450 yards along
the Wye, and in total nine acres of land. The ruinous castle, included in the
sale became immortalised by the legend of Jane Clifford immortalised as by
Tennyson as 'fair Rosamund'.
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Duffield Castle
The site of the Norman keep of Henry de Ferrers at Duffield was given to the
National Trust in 1897 and was one of the NT's first acquisitions in Derbyshire.
Management has recently been transferred to the South Derbyshire estate
and as an initial step in a reconsideration of the management strategy, TPAT
(Trent & Peak Archaeological Trust - now Unit) were asked to survey the site
to provide an accurate record of the state of the monument as it exists today.
Duffield Castle was built by Henry de Ferrers in the 12th century and razed by
Henry III about 1266 after Robert de Ferrers had joined with the rebellion of
Simon de Montfort. The site remained known as Castelfield, but the existence
of substantial remains was not confirmed until excavations took place at the
end of the 19th century (Cox
1887), which revealed the foundations of a Norman Keep second in area only to Colchester
and the White Tower. Quantities
of Roman pottery are also
known from the site as well as
an Anglo-Saxon burial. There
has been a limited amount of
further investigation (Manby,
1959), but the site as seen today
probably remains much as left
after the excavations of 1886,
with several courses of foundations exposed, though these are now capped with tarmac. The site was
surveyed using a Topcon GTS3B20 to provide a metrically accurate framework on which to base a hachured interpretative plan, the surveyed points
also allowing the production of background contours and a surface model of
the site. The completion of the topographical survey awaits some initial
clearance of undergrowth and tree felling on the steep slope down to the road.
[CSG member Barry Crisp has been tireless in bringing the condition of
Duffield to the attention of the National Trust management].
Bibliography:
Cox, J.C. 1887 "Duffield Castie; its history, Site and recently found Remains; with some account
of the Seven Earl Ferrers who held it" Derbyshire Archaeological Journal 9, 118-178
Manby, T.G. 1959 "Duffield Castle Excavations 1957", DAJ 79, 1-21
Williamson, F. 1933 "Roman and other remains found at Duffield" DAJ 52, 107-112
steve. malone@nott. ac. uk
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Durham Castle
Safety fears have been raised in Durham Castle after it was revealed
to Palatinate magazine that sources within University College regard structural
damage there as being an "insurance risk", posing questions over the adequacy of University handling of the problem.
Durham Castle has been on English Heritage's "buildings at risk" list
since Summer 1999. On a scale of A to F, it is listed as a Grade C building defined as suffering from "slow decay; [with] no solution agreed". This has
been the case since 1999, when a (failed) bid was made to the Heritage
Lottery Fund for a £3,000,000 grant for repairs. English Heritage now talk of a
"deteriorating condition in certain roofs and stonework". This is, according to
one source, giving many students a feeling of "extreme discomfort". At present
apparently dangerous stonework in student areas is simply being repaired
rather than replaced - although the need for long-term conservation appears
to demand the latter.
The root cause of the problem is soft stonework. There is an ongoing
problem of long-term decay, which has resulted in successive water leaks,
inconveniencing all areas of the college including student accommodation. In
mid-May, water was reported to be "pouring through the roof" of Tunstall
Gallery. Last summer's rainstorms meanwhile saw serious damage to five of
the eight rooms in the Norman Gallery, which is home to the JCR Executive
Committee. On both occasions, Castle curator Richard Brickstock was called
out at short notice with a bucket to prevent wider chaos. Estates and Buildings
have promptly met with student criticism for apparent "lethargy" in their
response, although Mr Brickstock believed that their actions had been requisite. The most recent leaking has come on 6 June.
All areas of the Castle are affected. "Particularly bad" are the towers
on the West Side. Student accommodation in the Hall and Garden Stairs, as
well as the Great Hall and Bishops Suite need stonework replacing. The
University however claim that the problem is in hand. A five-year "conservation
plan" is shortly to commence which will benchmark around £4m for future
repairs. Deputy Director of Development and Alumni Relations Adrian Beney
claims to be "realistic, but optimistic" that a forthcoming grant application to
English Heritage for such repairs will be successful. Other sources of funding
may include trusteeships, corporate sponsorship, and donations from alumni
organisations. There is no option to sell off the Castle. He points moreover to
widespread disillusionment with the rejection of the original Heritage Lottery
Fund application. The reason given at the time by HLF was that, since the
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Durham Castle continued

Castle's business was primarily "focused on education" - student accommodation - it lay outside the guidelines for normal beneficiaries of Lottery
money. The University was thus expected to pay out of its own coffers, which
it could not afford to do. This contrasts with damage to the Cathedral, which
has seen the Church employing a team of masons to repair the damage
successfully. Neither University College nor the Castle itself are in a financial
position to act likewise, and the contrast between the two is obvious.

Lulworth Castle, Dorset
Fifty years after a disastrous fire in 1929 left the building a gutted
shell, Lulworth Castle has once again been opened to the public, but in a
rather surprising form. In a combined conservation initiative between English Heritage and its owners - lasting nine years and costing about £5 million
- it has been turned into a roofed ruin. Externally, this appears as it did the
day before the fire, but the interior remains essentially untouched, scorched
and with the bare bones of the fabric exposed. The recent conservation work
has generated a great deal of information about the development of the
building and allowed the first accurate reconstruction of its original 17thcentury internal plan. The early history
of Lulworth suggests that its remarkable design, with its trappings of defence, illustrates the continued
popularity of the castle as a residence
beyond the Middle Ages.

Norwich Castle
Norwich Castle opened on July 24th
2001 following extensive refurbishment and improvements. Visitors now
have access to previously closed off
parts of the castle including the keep
wall-walk and the basement. The photograph shows the new lift shaft that
takes visitors to keep level near the
main entrance.
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News - Wales
Facelift for Carmarthen Castle.
CARMARTHEN Castle is to undergo a change this month [November
2001 ]as work on the first stage of Phase 3 of the Carmarthen Castle Enhancement Scheme is to start. After today the access to County Hall from Nott
Square via the Castle Gates could be closed by the contractors for the
duration of the works, but they will attempt to keep the pathway open for as
long as possible.
The first stage of the works will last for eight weeks and will include the
demolition of No.12, Nott Square and the former function room of the Quins
Rugby Club at the rear of No. 18-20, Bridge Street. The work will also include
exploratory work to find accesses to the Gate Towers and trenches will also
be dug in the foundations of the former Quins Rugby Club to try and find the
line of the former curtain wall of the castle.
This phase of the enhancement scheme will cost £1 million and is grant aided
by the Heritage Lottery Fund and Cadw with the remainder being paid by
Carmarthenshire County Council, who own the castle.
The purpose of the demolition of No.12 Nott Square is to provide a better view
of the Castle Gate Towers from Nott Square. However, the demolished site
will leave too much of a gap in the street scene, and Carmarthenshire County
Council are keen to ensure that the enclosed nature of this mediaeval square
is maintained. The aim is to erect another building over part of the site. This
work will be carried out as part of Phase 4 of the Castle Scheme, and
discussion on this phase will be undertaken with the Heritage Lottery Fund an
Cadw in the near future.
Cllr Pam Palmer, Cabinet Councillor for Environment said, "The scheme is an
excellent example of the variety of work carried out by Carmarthenshire
County Council in that it shows how conservation of the historic built environment can play an important role in the economic regeneration of an area.
"The scheme not only assists in the conservation of a monument of national
importance, but enhances the Castle environs for the benefit of local people,
whilst at the same time creating a better attraction for visitors and giving
greater confidence for local businesses in Nott Square and surrounding
streets by means of the substantial financial investment in the area from the
Heritage Lottery Fund, Cadw and the County Council." Following the completion of this first stage, archaeological reports will be prepared and that
information will be used in the design of the Stage 2 works. These works will
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include the building of a new curtain wall to join the Gate Towers with the
South West Tower. Stage 2 will also include works to open up the chambers
in the Gate Towers for public access as well as the Shell Keep, which offers
superb views over the town. This stage will take some six to eight months.

Cardigan Castle
A LOCAL AUTHORITY is being called upon to compulsorily purchase
the crumbling remains of one of the most important medieval castles in
Wales. Ceredigion councillors will be asked to approve an order on Cardigan
castle, once one of the twin centres of government in Wales and now a
derelict wasteland with outer walls only prevented from falling on a trunk road
by steel girders. The move follows the refusal of the castle's elderly owner,
Barbara Wood, to negotiate with the council over ownership of the two-acre
town centre site. Miss Wood, aged 84, now lives in a home for the elderly,
from where she insists that the castle, the site of the first recorded national
eisteddfod in 1176, is still her home. Until recently she occupied two caravans
at the front of a ruined Georgian house, Castle Green, built inside the castle
walls and incorporating part of the 13th century castle keep. She was forced
to move out of the house in 1987, 47 years after she moved there to live with
her mother.
Efforts to secure the future of the historic site are being spearheaded by a
working party chaired by archaeological historian Glen Johnson, who said 25
years of negotiations had come to nothing. "We have come to a point where
we must either drop it altogether or go for compulsory purchase," said Mr
Johnson. As a Cardigan schoolboy in the 1980s, Mr Johnson was one of a
group of volunteers who cleared the overgrown grounds and raised money for
repairs with guided tours. He also carried out the last survey of the site. Mr
Johnson said thousands had signed petitions in support of the council taking
over ownership and he said it need not cost council taxpayers large sums of
money. The historian Geraint Jenkins, who is
vice-chairman of Ceredigion County Council,
supports compulsory purchase and is pressing
for a public meeting to set up a special trust to
take possession of the site and map out its
future. "This is a very important site and compulsory purchase looks as though it's the only
thing we can do," said Dr Jenkins. "The house
inside the castle is also important because it's
a Nash design and could become a heritage
centre, but there's not much left of the castle
and all you could do is preserve the ruins."
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Cardigan castle continued

The local authority failed in an attempt to buy the castle in 1971 and in 1976 the
Welsh Office took emergency action to prop the outer walls with steel girders
to prevent them falling onto the trunk road beneath. "I'm afraid there could still
be a nasty accident because some of the supports are well clear of the wall and
doing absolutely nothing," said Dr Jenkins. "The first stage is to get hold of the
building and then we must have a complete survey and feasibility study before
we decide what to do. "The trouble is that Miss Wood and her representative
have said that they will not negotiate so the whole thing is fraught with difficulty
and at this rate it could be another 60 years before anybody does anything."
Tom Cassidy, chief executive of Cadw has replied to these various points in a
letter to the Tivy-Side Advertiser, dated November 28th. It states in part:
"Cadw first became involved with the Castle in the late 1970s when concern was expressed
over the condition of parts of the monument. As the owner was unable to meet any of the costs of
conservation work, our specialist masons consolidated the south-east tower to make it safe for
pedestrians and road users. In 1984, Cadw funded the Dyfed Archaeological Trust to undertake
trial archaeological excavations within the castle and grant-aided a structural survey of the
southern curtain wall. Throughout the ensuing period we have remained concerned about the
condition but unable to take appropriate action without the co-operation of the owner.
Last year it was suggested that Cadw should take Cardigan Castle into state care which probably
would have meant compulsory acquisition were such a course to be upheld by a public enquiry. On
such matters we consult the Ancient Monuments Board for Wales, which is the National
Assembly's expert advisory body. They did not recommend that the National Assembly should take
this course, but neither we nor they have ever denied that Cardigan Castle is of national importance. It is a scheduled ancient monument, and 'national importance' is a criterion for such
designation. Among such monuments it holds a high place, since masonry castles made such an
impact on both landscape and society and surviving remains - although Wales boasts more than
most countries - are comparatively rare. However, only a small minority of scheduled ancient
monuments (about 4 % including a minority of castles) are in state care, and the advice of the
Board was based upon the extent and quality of the surviving medieval structure. All of this dates
to the Anglo-Norman period in the 13th century or later, and there is no visible evidence of the
earlier 12th Welsh castle which is generally considered to be the site of the first Eisteddfod in 1176.
There are no characteristics of Cardigan Castle which are not better represented by fuller survivals
at other monuments in Wales, and for that reason the Board considered that the value of the
surviving remains more obviously lay in their impact on, and usefulness for interpreting, the history
of Cardigan and surrounding areas.
However, the Board also recommended that Cadw should be pro-active in offering support - such
as technical advice and financial assistance to a locally managed initiative. The National
Assembly's Minister for the Environment has accepted both aspects of the Ancient Monuments
Board's advice and we have conveyed our willingness to help the local authority. This was reflected
in a letter from Ceredigion's Chief Executive which you published on October 24, and I am happy
to reiterate our readiness to contribute tangibly to a project of consolidation and historic repair".
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Castles of Glamorgan
'Later Castles of Glamorgan: Volume III- Part 1b - From 1217 to the
Present': CSG members were advised last summer that the the above title
was now available from RCAHMW - The Royal Commission for the Ancient
and Historical Monuments of Wales. Herewith are a few comments garnered
from a brief overview. The Inventory Section is divided into five chapters. The
chapter 'Later Masonry' castles of which their are twenty listed, include the
following:
Barry
Ewenny
Morgraig
Pen
St. Fagans

Bishop's Castle
Fonmon
Morlais
Penmark
Swansea

Caerphilly
Llanblethian
Neath
Penrice
Talyfan

Castell Coch
Llantrisant
Oystermouth
St. Donats
Weobly

Llanblethian. Comparison made with Llangibby in Monmouthshire (both
started by Earl Gilbert de Clare), the closest parallel being the strong keepgatehouse linked to a large keep like tower by a section of especially elevated
and defended curtain wall on the weakest front. There is an indication that at
both these sites the wall was probably crenellated on both faces, providing a
protective way between both gatehouses and the Lord's tower.
Morgraig. Includes two useful reconstruction drawings by Alan T Gill. They
clearly show the unusual pentagonal plan, though excavations have yielded
no indications of permanent occupation. It is dated circa 1245 and presumably
rendered obsolete by 1267 when Gilbert de Clare annexed the Senghennyd
uplands and began building Caerphilly. The question of whether the castle was
built by a Welsh lord is raised, but no firm conclusions offered, although the
English architecture of the castle is a mix of incongruous elements. The
geometric layout and bold salient towers would suggest English work. The
dressings are almost all of Sutton stone, derived from the coast near Ogmore
and most unlikely to have been available to a Welsh lord.
St. Donats. The castle has been in continuous occupation since the twelfth
century. The inner ring of its concentric masonry incorporates substantial
sections of a faceted Norman enceinte, with a Norman rectangular keep
flanking a simple entrance. The Norman fabric, unsuspected before the
present survey, replaced the palisade or primary castle-ringwork in the late
twelfth century. Extensive restoration work was carried out by Morgan Stuart
Williams (1901-9) and the American press magnate William Randolph Hearst
(1925-37). The castle was purchased in 1960 and adapted to serve as 'Atlantic
College', an international sixth form college which opened in 1962.
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Castel Dinas Bran
Two of Wales' last native stone castles could have closer links than
previously thought according to new evidence unearthed by major excavation
work. While carrying out a £250,000 restoration project on Castell Dinas
Bran near Llangollen, Cadw's archaeologists have been struck by its similarity to Dolforwyn Castle near Newtown, also the subject of recent extensive
excavation and consolidation. Dolforwyn is due to open within the next six
months. Both castles display characteristics common to medieval Welsh
castles, they are mirror images of each other and are different to the Welsh
castles of Deheubarth.
This suggests both were built around the same time and could even
have been designed by the same person. Dinas Bran has been the subject of
a major eight year restoration program financed by Cadw and Denbighshire
County Council.

Dinas Bran from the north east.
© Clwyd-Powys Archaeological
Trust

Dinas Bran, from the south east, as it might have appeared in 1276.
© Paul R Davis
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Dinas Powys Castle - For Sale
Dinas Powys castle was put up for sale in September 2001. Dinas
Powys is situated a few miles to the south west of Cardiff and two miles inland
from the coast at Penarth. The castle commands the north-western edge of
the village and opens out onto the open countryside of the Vale of Glamorgan.
The following details are taken from the sale particulars: "The castle is one of
the first stone castles to be built in Wales by the Normans. It is situated on the
summit of a steep wooded slope near the centre of what was until the late 19th
century a small village and now an important satellite to the City of Cardiff.

The castle was the seat of the de Sumeri Lordship which was
established in the area before 1135. Within the ward are traces of two or three
main buildings and in the wall itself a postern gate. No later alterations can be
found and the present remains are as built. Its walls, 6 ft thick and up to 30 ft
high enclose a ward measuring 64 x 34 yds. At the north east corner stand the
foundations of a square keep. It was said that the castle was frequently
attacked and changed hands four times between 1222 and 1321, but was
always retaken by the Normans. The de Sumeri male line ended in 1322 and
in 1536 Leland wrote of the castle as 'Al in Ruine and Longeth to the King. The
property later became part of the manor and finally passed into private hands
where it was used as an orchard and gardens.
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Dinas Powys Castle

In 1982 both the hill and Castle were acquired by the Dinas Powys
Civic Trust as the condition had gradually deteriorated. The woodlands were
overgrown and covered with debris, the walls weakened by trees which had
taken root in them. Under the Trust's direction and with the help from Cadw
local volunteers headed by the Cardiff Conservation Volunteers carried out
considerable improvements to the site which included providing pathways
and steps and planting young trees of types natural to the area. Dinas
Powys is an important part of the heritage and now requires new owners to
help stabilise and restore the site, and provide Dinas Powys with a historic
focal point".
The buyer will need to co-operate with Cadw, who have definite
ideas about what may or may not be done with such sites. The castle was
bought 20 years ago for £2500 and work began immediately on clearing
footpaths and turning it into a communal amenity. But when volunteers took
down some ivy the ancient walls started to crumble and further work was
halted. Plans to restore the site using modern building methods were also
blocked with Cadw correctly insisting on more traditional methods. The
figure of £500,000 - possibly on the low side - is mentioned as a probable
sum needed to restore Dinas Powys to a visitable ruin. Grants for such
projects can run at as much as 60% but a buyer could still be looking at
enormous costs. It is possible that Cadw would be happy to see a faithful
'reconstruction' of the original castle - and the estate agents handling the
sale commissioned an artist's impression to tickle interest out of the market.
According to Mr Clay, of estate agents Cooke & Makeweight four or five
serious potential buyers have been identified. Indeed several offers have
been proffered, believed to be in the region of £20,000.
"It would be a wonderful place for concerts or picnics but it will be
difficult to turn it into a local venue" says Mr Clay. The keep would be a
magnificent setting for a small house but you would need the powers of
Merlin to persuade planners to allow such a development.
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Pencoed Castle
The final nail in the coffin of Legend Court has come as the building
which was to be its centrepiece is up for sale. Pencoed Castle was in the
middle of the land near Magor which had been earmarked for the £1 bn
theme park and film studio complex. It promised thousands of jobs for Wales
but struggled to gain local support in the face of a determined residents'
campaign. Then in December 2000, Newport County Borough Council voted
to deny it outline planning permission, and the American backers decided to
withdraw their support.
Now, a new owner will have the chance to become king of the
castle, as Pencoed Castle, in the parish of Llan-martin, a few miles east of
Newport, is now up for sale for £2.5m, which will ensure that the Legend
Court plans will not be resurrected. And there should not be too many
problems with people building theme parks around it - both Newport and
greenfield sites. They both have unitary development plans which specifically forbid building in greenfield areas. Legend Court was an immensely
controversial project in the way it would have affected the local area and
because of the economic development potential it could have brought.
Those behind the consortium fought hard to bring it to fruition but could not
convince planners that the economic benefits would outweigh the environmental concerns.
There has been a castle on the site since the 13th Century when a
Norman family called de Mora or Moore built a small stone fort. Over the
next 500 years, the castle was developed and built up, changing ownership
several times. One was Admiral Thomas Mathews MP, from Llandaff,
whose successful naval career took a wrong turning in 1747 when he was
court-martialled and dismissed. Despite building a fine new house in Llandaff (later the Bishop's Palace) he moved to Pencoed where he became a
recluse, remarking that there he had neither friends or neighbours for which
he thanked God. He continued as an MP and died at Pencoed in 1751.
A subsequent owner was Lord Rhondda, who won the nation's
gratitude with his work as Food Controller during World War I, work which
cost him his health and his life, as he died in 1918. There was an attempt to
restore the building but conditions were not right for the kind of building
project needed and it was sold in 1931. Since then it has operated as a
commercial farm and from its description as "the grandest hen-coop in
Wales" it is clear that it will need a great deal of restoration.
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Mont Orgueil Conservation Plan
The draft Conservation Plan was published on 30 November and
has now been sent for consultation to a wide range of organisations in
Jersey and the UK who potentially have an interest in the Castle. All these
organisations have been asked for comments and feedback by 14 January
2002. The final version of the plan will be produced in the light of the
responses. For individuals who are interested, there are full copies of both
volumes one and two available at the Jersey Archive and the Societe
Jersiaise library. The Jersey Heritage Trust are hoping to make volume one
available via this web site within the next two weeks. In the mean time, if you
would like a photocopy, please e-mail museum@jerseyheritagetrust.org or
phone (01534) 633313.
Dr Warwick Rodwell's report on the recent archaeological investigations in the Keep (which were only concluded at the end of October) should
be available before Christmas. Again, the Jersey H.T. hope to make copies
available via this web site as well as through the Jersey Archive and the
Societe Library. The Heritage Trust's proposals for Mont Orgueil will be
finalised after the completion of the Conservation Plan consultation process.
This Development Strategy will ultimately be presented as a formal application to the Planning & Environment Committee of the States of Jersey.

Reconstructed East elevation inside the Tudor Hall and Undercroft, showing also the parapet
above the roof. Scale 1:50.
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News - Scotland
Barholm Castle Now and in the Future
Barholm Castle, a Galloway tower house, has changed hands three
times in the last forty years, most recently in July 1999. This purchase
included approximately 1.25 acres of surrounding ground, including the remains of the former walled gardens. The castle, while in relatively good repair
for a ruin, is too unsafe to allow
unrestricted access, and consequently is locked. Access can however be arranged at certain times for
those with historical or architectural
interests in the building.
Ultimately, it is hoped to restore
Barholm Castle to its former state of
a habitable tower house comprising
3-5 bedrooms (including cap houses). Because of its status as a national monument and a Grade A
listed building, any such restoration
would require the consent and involvement of Historic Scotland, to
ensure quality and authenticity; the
relatively complete nature of the ruin means that a restoration plan for the
building would require little conjecture. However, a complete archaeological
survey will need to be carried out before any other work is initiated at the site.
In the meantime, research into the history of the castle will be carried out from
local and national resources.
As is common for such projects, the greater magnitude of restoration
costs compared with the commercial value of the completed building means
that aid will be sought from appropriate grant awarding bodies. Depending
upon the level of such support, the time scale involved could be up to 12 years.
The architecture of Barholm Castle - Present Working Suppositions and
Observations.
Architectural evidence suggests that the stair tower was an addition
to the earlier rectangular tower, giving rise to the present L-form. The presence of an apparent filled door at a height of around 2m on the east side of the
rectangular part, and the better state of the stair tower, provide structural
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support for this. The filled door at first floor level is a defensive feature
characteristic of the 15th rather than 16th century; Carsluith Castle, closeby,
is considered to date from the early 16th century and appears only ever to
have had ground level access.
On the western side of the stair jamb, at a height of approximately 5
metres, there is clearly carved in a quoin the date 1375, as well as an
indecipherable mark. Even if the original rectangular tower had such early
origins, such a date is wholly inconsistent with the stair jamb feature. It has
been proposed by Zeune, p.53, (Joachim Zeune, The Last Scottish Castles,
International Archaeologie, Verlag Marie L. Leidorf, 1992) that mediaeval
masons used "3" for "5" in several Scottish castle date marks, and that the
true date should read "1575".
Scheduled List Information
(Historic Scotland):
Barholm Castle is an early 17th
century. L-plan tower house,
probably partly incorporating an
earlier rectangular tower. 4-storey tower, main rectangular
block to S with projecting stair
tower to NE. Roofless but complete to eaves, only barrel vault
over the ground floor survives of
internal floor levels. Stair however is complete to its proper termination. Rubble walling, quoins of mixed
character being rubble at lower levels: over 1 st floor level to main block they
change to squared pinkish sandstone; to staircase jamb they are rubble for
only first few courses, otherwise of same pink sandstone. This gritty pink
sandstone used for most openings, roll-moulded or simply chamfered, rubble
openings to ground floor windows. Evidence for an earlier than 17th century
origin for Barholm is further indicated by presence of blocked door way in E
wall which once gave access to 1st floor hall, remnants of stone footings,
presumably for a stone fore stair, have been recently (1988) excavated.
Ground floor of the block is occupied by single vaulted chamber with no
fireplace, newel stair occupies the whole jamb and rises to 2nd floor. The hall
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to the 1st floor has a large hearth to S wall, somewhat destroyed with one
surviving corbel supporting a massive lintel (now broken) with relieving arch
above. The 2nd floor has contained two chambers each with roll-moulded
chimney pieces to gable walls, these chambers are entered by paired doorways from passage in the N wall leading off the stair. The jamb contains newel
stair to ground and 1 st floors, thereafter stair is carried in a partly corbelled stair
turret in re-entrant angle.
To 3rd floor the jamb is slightly corbelled out to give cap house with fireplace,
to eaves level there are traces of flagged wall-walk with typical stepped
guttering. The main door is of early 17th century date; round-arched with
roll-moulded jambs and a crude rope-moulded hood terminating in knotted
label stops. Carved grotesque masks and animals decorate hood-mould of a
kind typical in area (see also Carsluith Castle, Kirkmabreck Parish) - To the N
wall of the jamb there are two windows with quirky ornamental surrounds. To
2nd a broad square-headed lintel with shallow sinking cut to form 2 semicircular
arches, giving bipartite effect but without any mullion. To 2nd, a square-headed
lintel with ogee sinking similarly "cut out". Otherwise windows of more sober
character with roll-mouldings to 1st floor hall, otherwise simply chamfered.
Formerly two ranges of single storey farm buildings (probably 19th century)
have abutted to N wall forming a courtyard, now demolished. To West gable, a
2-storey building has once abutted, now also demolished.
References: RCAHMS, Inventory of Kirkcudbrightshire, 283; Macgibbon and
Ross, Vol.lll, P.520.
Barholm is a scheduled Monument. It exhibits many features typical of
17th century building in the south west of Scotland. Its conjectural early origin
parallels that in many other towers in the area e.g. Carsluith Castle;
Elshieshields Tower, Lochmaben, Dumfriesshire (which also has a blocked
1st floor entrance) ; Buittle Place, Buittle parish, Stewartry: all are rectangular
towers made L-plan by the addition of a narrow stair jamb. Further examples of
similar window details at Kelburne House, Largs Parish, Ayrshire; Orroland
House, Rerrick Parish, Stewartry; Single fragment of diminutive lintel found at
Airds farm, Balmaghie Parish, Stewartry. Similar grotesque masks found at
Carsluith Castle, Kirkmabreck Parish and Dowies, Old Place of Monreith,
Penninghame Parish, both Wigtownshire.
The History of Barholm Castle
There is little well documented history recorded about Barholm Castle. It was
originally owned by a branch of the local McCulloch family, who also occupied
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Cardoness Castle, situated approximately four miles east, on the south
western side of Gatehouse of Fleet. The lands of Barholm passed (back) into
the hands of the McCulloch family early in the 16th century, but a tower house
was probably on the present site by late in the 15th century. A building
designated Barholm Castle was clearly established on this site at the time of
the survey carried out between 1584 and 1596 by Timothy Pont, and published in the 17th century Blaeu maps. Unfortunately, the original Pont notes
and drawings for the survey of this part of Scotland are no longer in existence.
The fact that the stair tower is considered to date from late in the 16th century
or early in the 17th century is however at odds with the story of John Knox
having hidden in the arched room at the head of the staircase (the present
lower cap house?) around 1566; the first written record of this appears to have
been made over two centuries later, based on an account given by an old man
who recalled John Knox's signature on the wall of the room.
The ownership of the castle and surrounding lands passed into the hands of
the Hannay family in the 18th century, although by this time the castle was no
longer occupied. In "The Fortified House in Scotland" edited by Nigel Tranter,
vol 3, the following description is given,...."this interesting tower, sometimes
identified with Ellangowan in Guy Mannering. It was the seat of a branch of
the powerful Galloway family of McCulloch like nearby Cardoness who acquired it in the early 16th century. John Knox is said to have used Barholm as
a place of refuge previous to his flight to the continent - presumably in his early
career. If so, he was here perilously near the home of that most determined of
papal churchmen Abbot Gilbert Brown of Carsluith, just 2 miles away. It is
worthy of note that the religious views of the two families did lead to serious
clashes, for in 1579 John Brown Younger of Carsluith was called to account
for the slaughter of McCulloch of Barholm. The McCullochs were strong for
the Reformation and later became equally ardent Covenanters. Major John
McCulloch of Barholm was executed for his share in the Pentland Rising of
1666.
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
| J Brennan|

The Castle Tioram Conservation Project.
Castle Tioram is one of the foremost surviving examples of a thirteenth
century castle in Scotland. The castle is a Scheduled Ancient Monument
and listed grade A. Located on the tidal island of Eilean Tioram at the head
of Loch Moidart, Castle Tioram's primary importance was as a principal
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stronghold of the Kingdom/Lordship of the Isles, and for over 500 years was
the ancestral home of the Macdonalds of Clanranald. By the late seventeenth
century, Castle Tioram had been requisitioned by the government as a
garrison and Clanranald's principal domain had shifted to Ormiclate on Uist.
As with all Scottish castles, its available history is a mixture of local legend,
sparse facts and sources. The story most associated with Castle Tioram is
that it was burned by Allan, 14th Clanranald Chief, as he left to fight and die
for the Old Pretender. Research in fact suggests that, as part of a series of
minor pre-emptive military actions within the opening days of the 1715 uprising, castles may have been put to fire to prevent their future government

requisitioning, but no traces of structural burn damage have yet been found
at Castle Tioram. Unroofed since those troubled times, the castle remains
largely intact. However time and weather have taken their toll on its massive
curtain walls despite, or as a result of, limited previous work in 1810,1880 and
1926, some of which has done as much harm as good.
In the summer of 1997, the castle was marketed for sale by its absentee
American owners, whose Macdonald roots had prompted purchase over fifty
years beforehand. Considerable interest was shown both nationally and
internationally with suggested uses including a hotel, a restaurant, an artists'
college/residence or conservation as a ruin. Recognising the importance of
the building, the need for essential work if it was to be preserved for the
enjoyment of future generations and the damage that could be wrought to this
vital piece of West Highland heritage by unsympathetic owners or proposals,
Anta Estates, an offshore company formed by individuals motivated to care
for the castle, made a successful bid to purchase the castle and in the autumn
of 1997 became owners. Anta Estates project management
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arm based in Scotland. Since then Anta Estates has concentrated on assembling a team with the experience and capabilities necessary to conserve the
castle. Almost two years of highly detailed research and recording has now
been carried out, the results of which are in the public domain on the castle
web site [www.castletioram.co.uk] and in national library archives. Following
deliberation of the options available, the research team concluded that the
best way to secure the future of the Castle was to re-roof it and institute proper
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repairs using traditional methods, undertaken to the best of today's conservation standards. This conclusion reached, the project architects drew up plans
for the restoration of the castle, with the objective of returning Tioram to a
living entity and centre for clan activity. Planning permission is being sought
from Highland Council and an application for Scheduled Monument Consent
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has been lodged with Historic Scotland.
As the case for permission to restore the Castle was being built, one
focus of research was to ascertain priorities for the essential work required
in order to conserve the building for the new millennium. As Anta Estates
researched the fabric of the building, concern about its condition grew, and
the project team advised Highland Council - as the local authority responsible for dangerous buildings - of their concerns. In July 1998, Highland
Council ordered that the Castle be closed to the public pending work to
stabilise the fabric. In May 2000, permission was granted for emergency
repair work to the area of greatest damage in the northwest curtain wall.
Utilising specialist cantilevered scaffolding sourced by the project architects
and flying in all materials by helicopter so as not to damage the fragile
archaeology of the area immediately below the northwest wall, local contractors commenced repairs. Anta Estates is committed to the restoration of
public access and will work towards achieving this end.
In making these applications, Anta Estates is committed to proper
guardianship of this important ancient monument in order to safeguard its
future and allow its enjoyment by future generations and has established the
Tioram Conservation Project with the following stated objectives:
•
To record, research and investigate to the highest standards both
Eilean and Castle Tioram including their history, archaeology, fabric and
cultural significance.
•
Using this research as a springboard, to prepare and agree an
appropriate conservation strategy for Eilean and Castle Tioram which will
conserve, protect and manage this important historic site and balance the
many different requirements placed upon it.
•
To canvass the views and involvement of all relevant interested
parties proactively throughout the duration of the project, including Historic
Scotland, Highland Council and the local community.
•
To restore and maintain public access to Eilean and Castle Tioram,
thereby enhancing public perception and understanding of this important
ancient monument, without damaging fragile archaeological remains or the
peace and tranquility of this very special location.
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• To assist and support in
the provision of a separate
high quality interpretative
facility for Tioram, Clanranald and the wider
Moidart area which would
have genuine educational
value and by doing so to
ensure that Clanranald's
historic involvement with
Castle Tioram is resumed
and sustained, incorporating facilities for displays
and archives for the use
and enjoyment of visitors.
•

To make a positive and appropriate contribution to the economic
regeneration of Moidart and Ardnamurchan.

•

To ensure that the Castle is given a new life and secure future within
the social and cultural life of the communities of Ardnamurchan and
Moidart.
To reinstate the Castle to a beneficial living use and to provide accommodation for the curator and guardian of the Castle.

•

To ensure that the conservation of the Castle is carried out to the
highest standards of craftsmanship and scholarship.

•

To ensure that the peace, tranquility and beauty of Eilean Tioram,
Castle Tioram and Loch Moidart remain undisturbed.

•

To establish a comprehensive, accessible archive of knowledge made
available to appropriate local and national bodies, scholars and the
wider public which will not only expand the knowledge of this Castle but
just as importantly, will contribute to the understanding generally of the
• architecture, archaeology and history of buildings of this type.

•

To initiate, encourage and maintain a wider project of ongoing research
into the social, cultural, economic and built history of Moidart and
Ardnamurchan.
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Regarding the issue of Castle Tioram, Country Life of September 20, 2001,
in the editorial stated:
'Lex Brown is a man with a vision. An American businessman who
has made a substantial fortune organising transport infrastructures, he
wanted to return to his roots and buy a castle in his mother's native West
Highlands. He has acquired one of the most celebrated and romantically
situated fortresses in the Highlands: Castle Tioram, a 13th century stronghold of the Lords of the Isles and the seat of the Macdonalds of Clanranald.
It crowns a small promontory in Loch Moidart which at high tide is cut off
from the shore. But there is a problem: Castle Tioram was burnt by its
owners to avoid it being used by the enemy in 1714 and has been a ruin
ever since. Mr Brown wants to bring this scheduled ancient monument
back into domestic use for the first time in almost 300 years by making it a
home for himself. Scotland's conservationist lobby is determined to stop
him.
The result has been a bitterly fought public inquiry, which will
continue until the end of October; the inspector's decision is not expected
until the beginning of next year [2002] at the earliest. The case has raised
extraordinary passions, because it touches on so many sensitive political
issues. For Historic Scotland, which has the brief to protect Scotland's
historic buildings, interference with a site of Castle Tioram's historic and
archaeological importance should be resisted, it deplores the impact Mr
Brown's proposals would have 'on both the historic fabric of the scheduled
monument and the cultural significance of Castle Tioram'. It is those words
'cultural significance' which go to the nub of the debate. Is such a building
to be preserved in its present state as a historic document or can it be
changed in a way that suggests the landscape is continuing to evolve?
Scotland's historic buildings lobby is able to draw on a long tradition of visceral suspicion of rich, foreign landowners in the Highlands. Is it
possible that an understandable concern to preserve Castle Tioram's
archaeological integrity is being fuelled by a determination that it shall not
become the private plaything of a rich man? If that is the case, it blurs - as
so often in debates on land ownership in Scotland- the boundaries between
public and private. Castle Tioram has always been privately owned. In
1968 its former owners granted public access, a tradition Mr Brown wishes
to maintain - the public will still be allowed onto the promontory, and part
of the castle will be converted into a clan centre for the Clanranalds. Having
been reassured on this point, most local people support Mr Brown's plans.
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Even from the conservationist point of view, there is much to be
said for his proposal. Nobody doubts that the ruins are deteriorating and
cannot simply be left as they are. According to the Scottish branch of the
SPAB, the best fate for the building would be to roof it and consolidate it as
a ruin. But who can afford to do that? Certainly not Historic Scotland, which
in any case cannot compete on the open market with private buyers. If
nothing is done, Castle Tioram will share the fate of those other great
fortresses of the Lords of the Isles, Ardtonish and Mingary, now decayed
ruins beyond all hope of long term preservation.
The other argument put forward by SPAB is the familiar one of the
'thin end of the wedge' - that allowing Mr Brown's proposals to go forward
would mean every ruin in Scotland becoming a rich man's fiefdom. This
ignores the fact that it has already happened. Every year, proposals for the
conversion of ruined tower houses go through with little opposition, on the
basis of schemes that are almost always far less well researched and
thought-out than Mr Brown's. Even critics of the proposal have not faulted
the quality of the designs by the architects A.R.P. Lorimer & Associates.
We are now used to the deplorable anomaly that in the countryside it is
easier to put up an ugly suburban development than it is for a family to build
a new country house of high quality. It would be a disaster to extend this
bar to creative architectural enrichment of the landscape by insisting that
every privately owned ruin in Scotland should remain a rubble shell".

Portencross Castle
The Vivat Trust has completed briefs for feasibility studies for
three other projects. The largest of
these is Portencross Castle, which
sits on a rocky outcrop jutting into the
Firth of Clyde in North Ayrshire,
Scotland. Dating from the 14th century its name (Port of Cross) is said
to have derived its significance either
as a departure point for the Western
Isles' missionaries or for the bodies
of the ancient Scottish kings on their
way to lona for burial. Originally a
four-storey building with garrets, the
keep and tower of Portencross
Castle are unusual in plan
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as the tower is placed in a rectilinear position, which gives access to the
tower from the ground, first and second floor levels. Sections of the
parapet, gables and wall walk are extant, but the roof has been missing
since 1739, so the historic fabric of the building has been protected by a
concrete roof slab.

Urquhart Castle visitor centre puts the story in its setting.
Urquhart Castle, spectacularly sited on the shores of Loch Ness
in the Scottish Highlands, opened its new £4 million visitor centre in
November after three years of construction. The new centre offers visitors
improved parking, high quality facilities purpose-built to make the most of
the lochside setting, and an opportunity to present the full story of Urquhart
Castle and those who have lived there. Part of the overall project was also
to widen the A82 - the main road along Loch Ness - so that there are now
turning lanes into the car park for traffic coming from either direction. The
car park itself will have room for 12 coaches and a stopping-off point and
the lower car park will take 120 cars. The centre itself is an innovative
design that combines environmental efficiency with ease of access. An
audio-visual presentation in a purpose-built auditorium is included in the
ticket price and the story of the medieval castle will be told using artefacts
discovered on site and loaned to Historic Scotland from the National
Museums of Scotland.
A cafe, retail outlet, educational space and washroom facilities are
also included in the design. The centre is set back into a man-made hill, so
that visitors access it from the car park and make their way down using
either an elevator or stairs. There is wheelchair access throughout, and
panoramic views to the castle and the loch beyond from all areas. Urquhart
Castle is one of Scotland's largest and has seen many battles and sieges
throughout its 500-year history as a medieval fortress. Evidence of the
siting of some kind of fortified residence on the promontory goes back to
Pictish times during a missionary visit by St Columba about AD 580. The
holy man called at the home in Glen Urquhart of an elderly noble Pict
named Emchath and converted him and his household to Christianity.
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World Monuments Fund - Girnigoe and Sinclair Castles
Included in the new 2002 'List of the 100 Endangered sites', the World
Monuments Fund includes five buildings in the United Kingdom. These are:
Brading Roman Villa, Brading, Isle of Wight, Stowe House, Stowe, Buckingham, St Georges Church, London, and Selby Abbey, North Yorkshire. In
Scotland there are two buildings: Sugar Warehouses, Greenock, and Sinclair
and Girnigoe Castles , near Wick, Caithness.
Girnigoe Castle, 1470, one of the most important strongholds in the north of
Scotland, and Sinclair Castle, 1606, were together used as one dwelling for
the Sinciairs, Earls of Caithness, once one of Scotland's most powerful
families. The ruined stone and slate castles tower high above the North Sea,
which surrounds them on three sides, and seem almost to grow out of the
peninsula's jagged cliffs. They have been uninhabited since 1690, when they
were partially destroyed by cannon, then not rebuilt. They subsequently
passed out of the Sinclair family, who later brought back the castles in the
1950'sand donated them to a trust set up for their preservation in 1999. Three
hundred years of neglect have led to the almost total ruination of Sinclair
castle with the imminent collapse into the sea of the remainder of the Tower
House of Girnigoe. Wind and sea spray have badly eroded the sandstone
surrounding the doors and windows, and walls are held together by a few
keystones, which may fall at any time. Architects and Engineers have prepared a formal conservation strategy agreed upon by Historic Scotland, but
advocacy and funds are needed to save these sublime relics.
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Baltersan Renaissance Tower House
First and foremost it has to be
said that Baltersan is not a castle! It is something much better.
It is a category A-listed, renaissance tower-house dating from
the second half of the 16th century. The architectural description below was written before a
recent, close examination of
the accumulated documentary
and architectural knowledge of
Baltersan. In view of the cascade of discoveries, including a
stylistic link to the castle of Almodovar del Rio in Cordoba, Spain, which will
correct or overthrow previous theories, it has proved impossible to maintain
a definitive description of the building and its history. That may be achieved
when the tower is finally cleared of overburden (fallen masonry etc.) which
is up to two metres deep in places. Within that will be vital clues as to the
layout of the cellars and fragments of masonry from long-fallen dormer
windows and wall-head.

For Statesman Quintin or Farmer John?
Until recently, it was thought that Baltersan had been built in 1584
by John Kennedy of Pennyglen, owner of a small estate. However, the
richness and elaborate nature of the building makes that incredible. It also
lacks traces of ancillary offices one would expect with the main house of an
estate such as barns, byres, stables, brew-house, wash-house etc. There is
however, a large body of circumstantial evidence that it could have been
built around 1550 for Quintin Kennedy, Abbot of Crossraguel. From an
architectural point-of-view there are features such as the number of chambers per floor, high windows and stone benches which indicate an early
rather than late-16th century date. There is also the enigmatic corbel with
the apparent face partly covered by a cross which is perhaps a rebus for
Cross-Regal, the normal pronunciation of Crossraguel. Historical facts also
point towards Quintin Kennedy because of his French connections, his close
family ties with the all-powerful Hamiltons and that he had access to substantial wealth in his small Abbey. The Archbishop's Treasure vanished
somewhere. Perhaps precious stones were converted to sandstone!
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One of the delights of the Baltersan Project has been the steady
unveiling of surprising, subtle and quirky details. Some of them are: tapering
stair wing and turrets; rectangular turret in re-entrant angle; spy-hole in the
Hall; footlight' lantern niche on main staircase; split-level Hall windows with
sliding shutters.
Baltersan is a category A listed building about one mile south-west of
Maybole, close to Crossraguel Abbey. It is a very fine example of an L-plan
tower-house with numerous rare and unique features. Its history appears
undistinguished, but it is clearly a house full of secrets, puzzles and delights.
Known locally as The Nunnery' it reputedly had a secret tunnel leading to the
nearby Abbey. It also features in speculation as to the whereabouts of the
Abbot's treasures after the Reformation caused the demise of the Abbey. A
recent discovery on the building hints at another mystery - what happened to
the Cross of Baltersan ?
The refinement of Baltersan is best appreciated by a tour of the
building. Despite its shattered condition, it still stands proudly at the edge of a
small escarpment above
the Abbeymill Burn. The
ground level, barrelvaulted cellars were used
for wine and food storage. The westernmost
was the kitchen. These
were linked by a corridor,
lit by a window at the east
end. Ascending the wide,
elegant stair to the Hall
on the first floor would
have caused anxiety in
the hearts of young servants and awe in the
minds of visitors.
Entering the Hall past a
heavy, oak door into a screens passage would have intensified the anticipation
of what lay ahead. A wooden screen, over two metres high and possibly
enriched with Renaissance carvings, would have acted as a draught-excluder
and threshold of a baron's hall, even if John Kennedy was that by stature and
ambition rather than title and right. This impressive, palatial chamber seems
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to have been one step up from the screens passage, surely a unique feature in
a Scottish tower-house of the period.
The style of the windows, set in walls 4 feet (1.25 metres) thick, are
reminiscent of the royal palace in Stirling Castle. High windows in the north
and south walls indicate that dressers were placed below them for serving at
table. An L-shaped recess in the fireplace was for the storage of salt. Above
the doorway to the laird's private chambers is an enigmatic feature - a spy-hole.
It is perhaps from an earlier building. Its style corresponds to two others on the
outside of the east wall.
On the second floor there were two bed-chambers, each with a garderobe set in the south wall. The western chamber had a fire-proof charter-room
set in the 10 feet (3 metre) thickness of the wall. The attic floor would also have
had two bed-chambers, each with a corner turret. Fortunately, sufficient stonework remains in the north-west corner to show the mason's delightful work.
Externally, the ashlar blocks taper as the turret rises, creating a soaring effect.
Tapered turrets are a feature
of 18th century forts in Scotland, but surely unique on a
16th century tower-house? The
corbels supporting the turrets
received equally meticulous
attention. They are not plain,
radiused blocks, but elegantly
carved with pride and craftsmanship. They were also
pierced with letterbox-shaped
holes, another rare if not,
unique feature.
Above the main staircase are two chambers. The uppermost has, in its
north wall, an oriel window. Although plain, it bears similarities to one on the
MacDougall tower of Gylen on the island of Kerrera. Baltersan's seems to have
been the inspiration for the more elaborate window on nearby Maybole Castle.
Another connection with Argyll is the use of Easdale slate as packing pieces in
the walls. However, the house was roofed with silvery, light greenish-grey
slates whose origin is at present unknown. The local purple and honey-coloured sandstones of Baltersan add greatly to its visual appeal. The masons
have, throughout the building, worked this stone in sinuous curves on corbels,
turrets and stair treads, blending them into the walls, creating a wonderful
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harmony. To have allowed this building to crumble to dust would have been a
scandal of the highest order. Fortunately, it is being reconstructed and conserved for future generations to enjoy. It is a building of European importance
and it will be a landmark and an inspiration for centuries to come.

The French Connection
A 19th century illustration done from a photograph, shows the oriel
incorrectly as evidenced by the stone itself which survived a 20 metre fall. Its
trapezium shape and the design of the corbels are reminiscent of the oriel and
rhomboidal turrets of the castle of Almodovar del Rio in Spain. France's
influence on Scottish architecture is often exaggerated. Certainly, the majestic
Bothwell Castle near Glasgow has historic and stylistic connections with
Coucy in France. In 1537, James V married Mary of Guise-Lorraine. She
reportedly compared Linlithgow Palace, near Edinburgh with the noblest chateaux of France. Perhaps she was being polite, but the royal palaces of 16th
century Scotland were nevertheless impressive.
Falkland Palace in Fife has the earliest Renaissance facade in the
British Isles. In spite of Linlithgow's ruined state (destroyed by fire on 1st
February, 1746 when Hanoverian troops marched out leaving their fires burning), it still hints at its past magnificence. More fortunate, and now beautifully
restored by Historic Scotland is the royal palace and parliament hall in Stirling
Castle.
Between 1526-37, Sir James Hamilton of Fynnart was Keeper of Linlithgow Palace and he
supervised considerable works at the Palace.
From 1536-40, he was the king's Master of
Works. His half-brother, James Hamilton, 2nd
earl of Arran and Regent of Scotland, was
created Duke of Chatelherault (now known as
Chatellerault) in 1549.
Now what is the connection between
Chatellerault and Baltersan? Perhaps the answer is John Roytell. This Frenchman was the
king's Master Mason from 1557 until at least
November, 1582. There were several French
masons working in Scotland. Names tended to be Scotticised to the likes of
Thomas Frensche, Nicholas Roy and Peter Flemisman, the latter most likely
from Flanders. John Roytell could have been Jean de La Rochelle because he
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came from that town in western France not very far from Chatellerault! John
Roytell became a Burgess of Edinburgh and Baltersan has a unique feature
which was commonplace, in another form in 16th century Edinburgh. Other
details suggest work of the highest order, not that of local builders. Do you live
in La Rochelle or Chatellerault ? Do you have access to historic archives ? If
you can find a link with John Roytell let me know.
James Brown, FSA (Scot)
Baltersan - Historic conservation & Marketing

Scotland - New and Forthcoming Publications:
The CBA has published the following: Stirling Castle: the restoration of the
Great Hall, edited by Richard Fawcett (£19.95), now available.
Lordship and Architecture in Medieval and Renaissance Scotland
The Tuckwell Press. Edited by Richard Oram and Geoffrey Stell ISBN:
186232 109 4 Paperback £20. Forthcoming.
From the Tuckwell Press: www.tuckwellpress.co.uk: "These essays constitute the first radical reassessment since the 19th century of the role of
architecture as an expression of lordship and status amongst Scottish secular
and ecclesiastical elites in the period C.1124-C.1650. Fifteen studies of the
architectural patronage of particular families or groups explore how the
nobility operated socially and economically, as well as politically, in the
organisation and structure of lordship throughout the medieval and renaissance periods. The contributors draw on the traditions and strengths of
Scottish genealogical, archaeological and art-historical enquiry to illustrate
key themes, which include: family or kindred styles in building on a local,
regional or national level; builders' or patrons' motives; the scale and use of
the buildings; and ascertainable changes in function, purpose and attitude".
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News - Republic of Ireland
A Castle in the Pink
A popular news item last year in the field of medieval castle studies
concerned the outrage excited by the sight of Kilcoe Castle, Co. Cork, as the
owner, actor Jeremy Irons, was completing restoration works during May. The
castle, a lofty structure at the north edge of a small rocky island, at the edge
of the Atlantic Ocean, can be seen for miles, and it consists of two rectangular
towers, one of six storeys, conjoined at the corners. It was discovered after
removal of the scaffolding to be coloured pink from head to toe. As well as the
walls, parapets, quoins, architraves of doors and windows all were pink over
an enveloping rendering. The editor of Mizen Historical Journal was_alarmed
and horrified and another local resident
thought it was something that should be in
Mexico. Amid the furore created by the newspapers, Jeremy Irons explained in a long article in the Irish Times (30th May '01) that after
repointing the castle leaked and he took Scottish advice to render and also limewash the
walls after the manner of some of their later
castles. In his choice of final limewash colour
one wonders if he was acquainted with Balnagown Castle in Easter Ross which was
harled and limewashed a similar colour by
Mohammed al-Fayed of Harrods fame. Balnagown, although it incorporates a medieval
L-plan tower, is a massive pile of 18th and 19th
century date however, while Kilcoe is medieval and dates to 1430. The colour wash used
at Kilcoe was copperas which consists of
Kilcoe Castle from a drawing by the
green crystals of ferrous sulphate dissolved in
late James N. Healy.
warm water and added to the limewash. This
was common in 19th century Ireland but whether it was used in the 15th century
or indeed that limewashing occurred at all at Kilcoe is another matter. However according to Irons patches of rendering did remain on the castle, but
when this was applied is not known.
This dispute highlights the whole subject of the original external
appearance and treatment of castles. The practice of bringing Scottish techniques into southern Irish castles is controversial although there are a number
of 17th century plantation castles built by Scots masons in Ulster and one in
Co. Meath. The Scottish castles that were originally harled (the Scots term
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for rendering, in parts of England it is known as roughcast) usually had the
parapets, sometimes the quoins, the architraves and certainly all the carved
and dressed stone unharled. Some of these features such as quoins and
architraves were rebated so that the harling butted against them forming a
neat finish. Rebating, however, is not usual in Ireland, suggesting perhaps
that castles were not originally rendered. Ballindooly Castle, Co. Galway, a
15th century tower, was restored a few years back but a year or so ago was
suddenly given a complete envelope of rendering, and this was possibly the
first to be so treated in the Republic of Ireland. It caused a lot of comment in
the region, mostly adverse, and a white limewash finish was applied afterwards, which became blotchy in appearance. Neither Ballindooly or Kilcoe
had render stop rebates. One sweeping point of view reported was that Irish
and Scottish castles, and those in many parts of the world, were nearly all
rendered. Some commentators might be mixing up the technique of rendering or dashing with that of limewashing thus causing confusion. However,
there are three issues at stake here, one - were the external walls rendered
in medieval times and two - were they limewashed and three - also coloured?
At Kilcoe all three have been applied and the controversy as to their appropriateness in the south of Ireland lingers on.
Conservation and Restoration
Continuing in a colourful mode murals which were discovered at
Ardamullivan Castle, Co Galway (Nat. Mon.) are still under conservation by
Karina Morton. The murals are paintings of a religious nature, unusual for a
secular building, and are in a large chamber on the second floor covered by
a barrel vault. The paintings which are colourful and of exceptional quality are
fitted round various features in the room. They are unfortunately fragmentary
and more are being discovered as the work goes on. They have a backdrop
of architectural motifs including columns and the subjects, not all of whom
can be recognised, include St Michael weighing souls, St Christopher with
the Christ child, scenes from the passion of Christ, a Judgement scene and
others of a more fragmentary nature. Work has been going on since 1994,
and consists of various stabilisation treatments including the removal of
overpainting, plaster repairs and microbiology. At Ballyportry Castle, Co
Clare, owned by Dr Patrick Wallace, Director of the National Museum of
Ireland, another mural has just been discerned under overpainting. Also
religious, the subject is the martyrdom of St Sebastian. It is also located in a
large chamber on the second floor and the castle is, like Ardamullivan, a fine
15th/ 16th century tower which was restored by the American architect Bob
Brown in the 1970's.
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Among restoration projects ongoing at the moment are the tower of
Ballytarsna Castle, Co. Tipperary, where Brian Hodkinson has revealed part
of the bawn wall, Claregalway, Caherkinmonwee and Dunsandle castles in
Co Galway which are in various stages of completion, all of them being
impressive late medieval towers. In Co. Fingal north of Dublin, works continue
at Swords Castle, an archiepiscopal castle of various dates. Windows with
some stained glass heraldic motifs have been installed in the Constables
Tower, while a Geophysical Survey has been executed throughout the interior
and Eoin Sullivan has excavated an area to the west of the present gatehouse
complex which has revealed among other things the location of some missing
walls. Works continue at Bremore Castle, Co. Fingal, a large rectangular
tower dated to 1546 with a later kitchen extension thus forming an L-plan,
which had walled gardens and was moated. The restoration by the County
Council is in association with FAS and Balbriggan Cultural and Heritage
Society.
Excavations
Since the last News from Ireland appeared in the Newsletter there
have been some 60 excavations connected with or adjacent to castles - far
too many to detail here. The vast majority of these however, were relatively
small, and consisted of monitoring or testing at sites. More important was
Swords Castle, already mentioned, and the research excavation at Kindlestown Castle, Co. Wicklow (Nat. Mon.) by Linzi Simpson. Kindlestown is a
massive early 14th century hall-keep (or should we say hall-donjon after our
recent Nottingham conference?) and excavation is preceding conservation.
The door was found at ground level with a small box machicolation originally
above that had collapsed up side down more or less complete. A garderobe
tower with two mural chutes discharged into a channel leading to the moat and
the ground floor had the remains of metalled surface with a lot of 17th century
occupation material. By far the most impressive excavation is the rescue work
being carried out by Mark Clinton at Carrickmines Castle Co.Dublin preparatory to the creation of a motorway. This is a very complex site covering a huge
area and a brief summary is given below.
(1) At least two phases of construction are now becoming apparent: (a) an
earthen bank/fosse defended enclosure, - possibly an irregularly shaped
ringwork-castle?; (b) a revetted rock-cut fosse enclosed an area of angular
form apparently connected to the original enclosure by a causeway - undoubtedly featuring a timber-built gatehouse and drawbridge. It is not unlikely that
the latter enclosure represents the 1355-56 re-occupation of the site. In
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addition, it is also being tentatively proposed that the standing masonry wall
with a slit-window represents the surviving element of a third phase of
construction within the phase 1 area.
(2) The discovery of two linear fosses located c. 60m to the south of the castle
site would appear to represent some form of outer line of defence. Interestingly, these fosses have produced the only examples (to date) of imported
Saintonge ware from the continent.
3) The hostile environment that prevailed at the time is currently represented
by the following discoveries:- (a) a number of disarticulated human leg bones
in the inner fosse along the western-flank on the primary enclosure; (b) a skull
in the northern area of the site; and (c) two crudely-cut burial pits containing
up to 18 individuals (preliminary examination has suggested that all were
female) within the interior of the primary enclosure. The latter interments
could be closely dated to the 17th century by the presence amongst the
remains of a dozen coins (all late Elizabeth I except one James I).
(4) Information received courtesy of NMI has revealed that a second cache
of coins (mostly William III) were illegally uncovered within the eastern
confines of the revetted-fosse area. Significantly, their place of discovery has
been determined by a recent Geophysical Survey as being one of intense
structural activity.
(5) There is a growing body of evidence that Carrickmines also functioned as
a major centre of commercial and agricultural pursuits.
Finds include:- (a) Up to the end of July 2001, 4296 Medieval potsherds had
been recovered. Post-Medieval sherds would be in even greater numbers,
(b) An iron axehead of wood-working type, (c) Linen-rubbing stones, (d)
Spindle whorls, (e) Leather shoes and cut fragments of leather, (f) Iron keys,
nails, buckles and sundry implements, (g) Rotary quern stones.
Structures, apart from what has already been described above, include:- A
corn-drying kiln (keyhole type), and the site of a probable (not yet fully
excavated) water-mill. Also there is the prospect of an ecclesiastic dimension
yetto come given the 1178 reference in the medieval sources to a 'church at
Carrickmayne'.
D.Newman Johnson
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The Dating of Medieval Military Architecture
This article has been under consideration for many years. Its publication now is not due to its completion, more to answer questions about my
disagreement with many accepted dates of military masonry structures in the
UK. This discussion is in no way supposed to be definitive, but it is intended
to provoke thought, argument and, hopefully, comment. Much has been
written about the dating of Medieval Military Architecture and many theories
have grown up through the study of the so-called progression of building
styles - from wood to stone - from square to octagonal to round. In tandem
with this these styles have been named from Norman to Early English to
Transitional etc. etc. Now after many years formulation and study these
'standards' have solidified and become accepted. It is therefore necessary to
reassess the evidence for the value of these procedures, and here I intend to
show that these now require re-evaluation.
We must first start by examining the evidence on which we are basing
these theories. First and foremost must be documentary evidence - archaeology is still far too imprecise a tool. How many times has a date of 1200 give
or take 150 years been compressed to the far more practical, but totally
illogical, c.1200? Anyone looking at our text books can see how the most
tentative of dating attempts by an excavator tend to solidify into 'fact' over the
succeeding 50 years or so. This happens all too often and the error is then
compounded by similar structures being dated by comparison. Therefore we
date one structure by taking an unproven and unprovable date from a totally
different structure, often built by different lords and in areas of the country
which have a totally different military history and tradition. This 'date' is then
assigned to yet another somewhat similar structure and so the process goes
on. How can any faith be put in such dating?
To illuminate the point I will consider my family house. Late eighteenth century tithe maps show there was a cottage in an orchard where our
house now stands. In the 1860's a new house with a lovely Victorian front was
built onto the front and the cottage itself was altered to accommodate this.
However when various 'experts' examine the house they all comment on our
lovely 'Georgian' windows at the back. Undoubtedly the original builders used
old materials in building the first cottages here. Or did they? Is it not possible
that they were still producing fine 'Georgian' windows in the nineteenth
century? To make matters worse that fine 'Victorian' door that obviously was
the early entrance to the newly converted cottage was put there by us in 1970
when we moved it ten feet from its original position, which itself was replaced
by a window! There is now no obvious trace of this movement. The second
Georgian window is even worse. After each tentative dating, I show our
'experts' the beam that marks the second extension to the house. This
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extension, to house the first floor bathroom, was added sometime in the
1920's, yet the builders reset either an original, or a second-hand window in
the 1920's wall. Few, if any, ever spot this. Well you may be saying to
yourself, this is a very nice discussion, but what has it to do with Medieval
Military Architecture? The answer is that if so many mistakes can so easily be
made with a reasonably well-documented modern building, then how can we
trust dates given to us for much earlier buildings that are little better than
picked randomly, if judiciously, out of a hat. You may think that this is an
overstatement. In the following pages I intend to prove the point with a
detailed discussion of known castle building dates and what they prove.
In Wales and the border region we are lucky in having had so much
interest shown from castellologists over the years, and such a tradition still
continues to thrive in this interesting and stimulating region. With all the
available evidence, where is it best to commence this discussion? Probably
it is best to start at known points and it must be admitted that the only area
with really firm dating evidence is the Edwardian Conquest castles of North
Wales. However even here our knowledge of the earlier tenurial history of
these sites, viz Caernarfon, Buellt and probably Aberystwyth (3 earlier
castles at this site?) is sadly lacking. Caernarfon and Buellt have a history
dating back to the earliest Norman invasions and Aberystwyth to only slightly
later. Little research has been done on the early history of all three sites,
especially the first two. It is possible that in Caernarfon this will have a leaning
on the study of the masonry remains. Certainly Victorian photographs of the
interior of the castle show impressive earthworks which have now been swept
away by tidying up operations. My own research at Builth Wells shows there
is good evidence that the present castle site dates only from 1210 and not the
eleventh century as previously believed.
From the plans of these royal Edwardian castles, it is generally
assumed that the baronial houses spawned their own comparable designs,
viz Holt, Caergwrle (Hope), Ruthin, Denbigh and Chirk. But did the lords
of these castles knowingly copy their king's designs? Was Roger Mortimer
Junior influenced by the North Welsh castles or in fact was Beaumaris based
on Chirk? And what of Caerphilly (pre-dates all Edward's castles) and
Morlais, the pinnacles of baronial castle building? A point in question may be
Flint. If this had been more thoroughly ruined than it currently is - say all the
walls and towers had now gone except for the two southern walls of the
baileys with the ruined entrances still set in them as they are now - what
would be left? A turfed over mound of rubble or 'motte' where the keep had
been (many turfed over collapsed keeps have in fact been mistaken for
mottes, cf. Richards Castle, Dinas Emrys etc.), and two baileys which show
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little, if any, evidence of being flanked and had just simple hole-in-the-wall
gateways. Who would not by current standards, on architectural grounds
alone, date such a structure to the twelfth century? Without tenurial history
and a complete ground plan (earthworks, not just masonry), preferably
buttressed by excavation, any dating attempt is likely to be flawed. Even with
the increasing abundance of documents concerned with castle building in the
thirteenth century, it is rarely possible to be conclusive about a castle's origin.
Yet we are prepared to date military structures to narrow, pre-conceived,
non-contemporary bands, nearly always in total isolation from the tenurial
history of the site.
If our grasp of the architecture of the royal Edwardian castles of
Wales is uncertain and incomplete, it is to be expected that our knowledge of
less well-known sites is even less secure. Much useful work has been done
on the career of William Fitz Osbern in Herefordshire and the border, but
detailed work on his known and possible castles is generally lacking. The
building of the hall at Chepstow is generally attributed to him or his son,
Roger, before 1075, but proof of this is lacking. It is widely accepted, with the
exception of Ludlow, that in Wales and the Marches between the dispossession of Roger of Breteuil (1075) and the reign of Henry II (1154-89), no
masonry castles were constructed. In my opinion this is largely due to a
failure to take into account the tenurial history of castle sites. It is therefore
necessary here to look at some of the available history for these fortresses.
To keep this paper to a reasonable length I will attempt to limit this discussion
to round towers.
Round Towers
The standard view for round towers is that they are a military feature
of the thirteenth century. This view is based on a handful of 'known' building
dates which in themselves are not totally satisfactory, viz Beeston
(SJ.537.593) 'circa' 1220-25 and Bolingbroke (TF.349.649 - 'early history
unsatisfactory' - D.J. Cathcart-King) 'circa' 1220-32. Similarly Welsh style
D-shaped towers are classified according to what little is known about Castell
y Bere, allegedly commenced in 1221 as Llywelyn's castle in Meirionydd. In
reality the earliest evidence we have for round towers in Wales is the event
that occurred almost certainly in the winter of 1165/6, retold by Giraldus,
concerning the death of Mahel, lord of Brecon. During the night the castle
[Bronllys] caught fire and whilst fleeing the holocaust a stone fell from the
'principal tower' on to Mahel's head. The linking of the tower on the motte to
this event is currently rejected on architectural and no other grounds! Instead
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the current tower is said to have been built by Walter Clifford (1207-68), Of
him we have no evidence that he built or was even interested in building
anything. He is accredited with the conception of this tower simply because
he was the owner and was living 'circa' 1220-30 when it is claimed round
towers were being built! The motte on which the tower stands shows evidence
(bedrock) of being natural and must have been a primary feature of the site
and therefore the castle's principal tower was most likely built upon this from
the castle's conception, probably in 1144. The tower also shows evidence of
burning and of having been altered internally several times, as well as of being
heightened. Remains of a stone forebuilding can still be made out leading up
to the entrance doorway from the bailey. If this tower is built on bedrock then
there is no reason for it not having been built from the first - once again no
need for settling of the 'motte' - and there is no reason to doubt that the
windows could have been later insertions. Comparisons with similar round
towers on mottes strengthens this argument.
Buellt or Builth Wells castle, as it is now known, was destroyed in
1169 by Rhys ap Gruffydd of Deheubarth and was later 'constructed' for King
John in 1210. The site has always been reckoned to be the site under the
Edwardian castle. However just west of the current town is another motte and
bailey, and on the motte are the buried remains of a round tower equivalent
to those found at Bronllys and Longtown. This probable early tower-keep is
quite likely the first Braose castle of Buellt, founded in 1093. This immediately
brings into question Longtown's alleged date. Longtown keep has generally
been dated to the thirteenth century. However in this case the historic dating
evidence does point clearly (but of course without total certitude) to the period
immediately prior to 1230, even though the castle appears to have been newly
commenced in stone in the 1180's. The conclusion that the keep was built at
this time from the dismantled remains of whatever preceded it is re-enforced
by the re-used material in the round keep. This 'evidence' however, can be
argued against on the sensible grounds that it is not conclusive. So too can
the dating of any structure as I think has been adequately stated above.
The above sites beg the question as to what conclusive evidence
there is for twelfth century (and possibly older) round towers? One castle
springs immediately to mind - Nevern in Cemais (SN.083.402). Here are the
barely noticed remains of a round keep set in a motte; and although we have
no building date for this structure we do have a destruction date - 1195! The
castle itself was probably founded soon after the occupation of Ceredigion in
the reign of Henry I (1100-35), and it is possible that the keep was built soon
afterwards on terra firma, as has been proved at Skenfrith and suggested at
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Clifford and Bronllys. According to an unfortunately lost DOE excavation
report, Longtown was built on the rnotte on the most insecure of foundations.
In the other cases the mound was subsequently thrown up around the base
of the keep, which was built on a solid foundation. There is therefore no need
to wait for the soil above terra firma to settle.
It is also worth noting here what happens when the upper stories of such a
keep are removed. You are left with a mound, possibly with rubble surrounding it or vaguely protruding from it. Such mottes/mounds which have been
excavated revealing a masonry keep and are not mentioned in this text
include Barnstaple (SS.556.334), Crug Eryr (SO.158.593), Dolforwyn
(SO.153.950), Elmley (SO.980.403), Duffield? (SK.343.441), Kenfig
(SS.801.827), Miserden (SO.944.093), Neroche (ST.272.158), St Briavels
(SO.558.046), Castell Dinas Emrys, and Winforton (SO.302.463, probably
not defensive). Those that show definite evidence of once having supported
or having been towers include Bleddfa (SO.209.682), Caus (SJ.338.079),
Chartley (SK.010.825), Clun (SO.298.809), Crickhowell (SO.218.183),
Dolwyddelan I (SH.725.522), Lyonshall (SO.331.563), Mileham
(TF.312643), Plympton (SX.546.559) and Wiston (SN.022.181). Those that
show some evidence include Aberedw (SO.078.471), Dolbenmaen
(SH.506.430), Eardisley (SO.311.491), Huntington (SO.249.539), several
of the castles of the Radnor plain, Old Castleton (SO.283.457), Ongar
(TL.554031), Oswestry (SJ.290298), Pilleth (SO.259.677) and Tomen y
Mur (SH.705.386). This list is by no means definitive and no attempt has
been made to list the sites chronologically.
There are other such round keeps in Wales that may well be twelfth
century. Probably the best such case is the keep at Dinefwr. A 'tower' here
was strongly defended in 1213 after the rest of the castle had fallen. Such a
tower is only likely to have been the present round tower. The 'tower' at
Llandovery successfully resisted attack after the fall of the bailey in 1116.
Once again the castle remains here have not been properly surveyed and,
considering the tenurial history, in my opinion are most unlikely to date to
1282 and after. The castle of Rhaeadr-gwy in Gwrtheyrnion is another good
example of a historically recorded, but now destroyed stone tower on a
'motte'. Built by Rhys ap Gruffydd in 1177 it was twice destroyed by the
princes of Maelienydd, the last occasion in 1194 proving final. Here is an
attested Welsh built stone tower with a terminus post quern and a terminus
ante quern. It is unfortunate that so little of the structure now remains.
Regardless of this, time and time again, round towers are dated to the
thirteenth century on no grounds other than vague architectural assertions,
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viz. Dolbadam, Pembroke, Cardigan, Usk, Penrice, Wigmore, Clifford,
Bryn Amlwg, etc.
What actual firm evidence
do we have for the building
of these structures? Can
we really date them on the
grounds of architectural
features, the construction
of all of which undoubtedly
spanned many generations? There can be no
hard and fast rule. Of all the
historical
documentation
that may have existed
about a castle site we probably are lucky if we can
now muster 1% of it. The
whole of that documentation probably covered but
LONGTOWM CASTLE
1 % of what we would now
want to know about that
site. Can we therefore really be so certain that Hay castle was built c.1200
by Maud Braose, Bronllys tower was built c.1220 by Walter Clifford or even
that Clifford castle was built c.1220 by the same much put upon Walter
Clifford? Merely on the evidence of windows which may have been replaced,
most likely repeatedly, and styles that were neither fixed nor compulsory?
The case of Nevern opens interesting speculations. It is generally
argued that the chief lordship castle was copied by the lesser baronial
castles. In many cases this is demonstrably false, though this is not to say
that it did not happen. If Nevern was a copy of the lordship round tower at
Cardigan, then Cardigan's tower is logically older. The structure there is
certainly unusual. It is said to be a stepped round tower with deeply projecting
corner spurs, making the ground plan square, rather than round, though this
may well be a confusion between the 'great tower' and the 'watchtower'. Were
either of these built in the attested stone building of the castle by Rhys ap
Gruffydd in 1171 ? Was the tower already there then, or was it the great tower
whose second storey was constructed for Henry 111 in 1261? Even though we
have a historical mention of building work at a castle, this cannot be taken as
evidence that this involves the erection of whatever piece of masonry we are
currently interested in.
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Any castle that has been adequately examined shows multiple building
phases, and these indeed are to be expected over any length of time. It is not
so much building evidence that we lack, but a sensible method of relating this
to the castle. Currently not enough research has been undertaken on the tower
at Cardigan to even hazard a guess as to its construction date or its repair. The
same should be true of Pembroke, for here we currently have no historical
help. Giraldus mentions Pembroke castle, initially hastily and roughly constructed in the form of a stockade. From this point he tells us
stories of the siege of 1096,
but of the later structure, which
must have followed the rough
and ready stockade he tells us
nothing. We know that the site
was of great strategic importance during the twelfth century, yet it is not until "c.1200"
when once again all the masonry was suddenly supposed
to have been built, even if the
Old Hall is allowed an unconvincing date of "c.1180". All of
this architectural dating evidence is quoted despite the
fact that Gerald of Windsor,
the castellan, surrounded his
new castle, which was probably at Cilgerran, with a wall as
long ago as 1108! Indeed evidence of this apparently claylaid wall still remains under the
later gatehouse and on the
rock ledge beneath the castle's current north curtain wall.
If Cilgerran was stone-built
from the first then what of the
Longtown Castle - a cut-away reconstruction of the
myriad of other secondary
keep c 1187, of the earliest of the 19 known round
keeps in The Brecon area. Courtesy of Ron Shoecastles that litter Wales and
smith and the Logaston Press, and taken from
the border? There is evidence
'Castles and Moated sites of Herefordshire"
of long abandoned stonework at so many! Again the remains of the two round
towers and linking curtain at Cilgerran are dated to after 1223 on the grounds
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that fighting was going on then and a re-fortification (refirmavit), not a
complete rebuilding of a derelict site, was attested. However it must be stated
that the castle had been the scene of the bitterest fighting since the 1160's
and had been frequently taken and rebuilt. The two giant round towers are
also obviously of different builds, one probably dating to the 1220's rebuilding
the other being much older.
It is also a long held view that a powerful ruler was more likely to
build a substantial castle than a weak one. Hence the attachment of many
masonry castles to well-known personalities viz. Richard of Cornwall, William
Marshall, Walter Clifford etc. Yet how much weight can really be attached to
these fleeting arguments? Was a lord who is now seen as great really more
likely to build a masonry castle than one who now appears insignificant insignificant being directly related to short-lived, militarily unadventurous (he
might have preferred building castles rather than fighting battles) or simply
unrecorded? Roger Mortimer of Wigmore (1246-82) was undoubtedly the
most powerful member of that family in the thirteenth century, yet it was his
little-known father Ralph (1226-46) who was responsible for founding
Knucklas and Cefnllys castles and probably several others! Death also
struck at odd times and many a promising career was cut short by the hand
of fate. In how many other cases may a short-lived powerful and energetic
lord be dismissed as irrelevant simply because their period of lordship did not
span forty years? Our own political leaders rarely last ten and look what
building works some of these have achieved!
Powerful castles fell to an enemy through surprise or lack of will to
resist. Rarely did they fall to determined attack. There are few well chronicled
sieges in the Middle Ages. One of these is concerned with the siege of the
powerful stone castle of Bedford in 1224. Bar the motte nothing at all can now
be seen of this castle, yet we know it was once one of the most powerful
castles in the kingdom, with two stone walled baileys and a round tower set
in a round shell keep on a motte, of which we even have a contemporary, if
stylized, drawing by Matthew Paris [compare this to the drawing of Lincoln
castle during the battle of 1217]. We also know that it took the king two
months and all the power of the kingdom to subdue this determinedly held
castle. The first thing to be said about Bedford is that it was too strong for
King Stephen to take in 1138 and that he had to resort to starving the
garrison out. This suggests stone defences. When Faulkes Breaute gained
the castle in 1215/6 he proceeded to strengthen it with 'towers and outer
defences' and 'towers and walls and outer walls from the stones of the
churches, and surround it on all sides with deep moats of pavement'. Deep
moats of pavement would suggest strong reveting of the ditches due to the
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low lying nature of this probably wet site. It is worth quickly quoting here the
main occurrences of the siege which began on 20 June 1224.
The siege began with the outer ward being battered with mangonels
and petraries. Subsequently the barbican was taken, then breaches were
made in the wall of the outer bailey and this was next stormed with much loss
of life. In return for their sacrifice most of the garrison ammunition, horses and
livestock fell to the attackers. The king then ordered belfries constructed and
whilst his archers maintained a murderous fire on all that moved in the castle,
a tortoise breached the inner curtain by the 'ancient tower1. Again this ward
was then successfully stormed with great loss of life. It was now necessary to
undermine the keep on the motte and about Vespers on 14 August the
wooden pit-props were fired and great gaps appeared in the shell (?) wall. The
garrison then surrendered to the king's mercy and Henry ordered the castle
demolished. Despite the protests of the owner, William Beauchamp, the keep
and the outer bailey were totally demolished and the inner bailey was reduced
to half its former height. So ended one great round keep! In Speed's day only
the mound and 'old ruins' of the inner ward remained, attesting the thoroughness of the destruction and the accuracy of the accounts! From this we can
see that in 1224 a massive stone castle stood in Bedford and that parts of its
masonry already dated from 'antiquity'. Other masonry castles must have
been of a similar age while the round keep at New Buckenham, Norfolk, is
generally accepted as dating to a few years either side of 1140. Finally of
course there is the indisputable fact that rectangular towers were constructed
throughout the Middle Ages, cf. those built at Harlech in 1323-4. If this is true
of rectangular towers why then should round towers have been any different?
If we can see that round towers were not the preserve of the thirteenth
century, what then of the D-shaped towers reputedly built by Llywelyn ab
lorwerth of Gwynedd - Ewloe and Camdochan. True they have D-shaped
towers like Y Bere, but does Y Bere mean that Llywelyn could only build such
towers and that no one else could? Some towers at Y Bere are rectangular
and one is round. The same is true at Castell Maredudd in the Gwent, yet it
is nowhere claimed that Llywelyn was responsible for this structure, although
he had made his power felt in this region and was instrumental in forcing the
Earl Marshall to return this castle to Llywelyn's princely vassal, Morgan ap
Hywel of Gwynllwg, in 1236. On the southern peak at Degannwy there is an
open backed(?) D-shaped tower, in the 1240's known as the Mansell tower.
Degannwy was certainly a castle of Llywelyn's, as too was Caernarfon.
Morlais was built by the earls of Gloucester in the late 1280's, but this too had
a fine D-shaped tower similar in many respects to the Mansell tower. Deudraeth castle had round or D-shaped towers, yet we know that it was built by
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Datinci of
Llywelyn's elder cousins immediately before 1188. Further, Dafydd ab Owain
is said to have held three castles in 1194, one of which was undoubtedly
Rhuddlan. Should Ewloe and Carndochan therefore be assigned to Llywelyn
simply on the grounds that we have available to us a few fragments of
information that show that Llywelyn was capable of building such castles? If
his ancestors were capable, then so too might his grandfather have been, the
great Owain Gwynedd (d.1170). Had the princes of Wales really co-existed
with the Normans only to remain incapable of using stone for fortification in a
land full of stone? When castle ditches were dug at Welsh castles, more often
than not, they had to be rock-cut. What then happened to the stone removed
from these operations? Was it left lying around for attackers to use as missiles,
or, more likely, did this go into the construction of the castle's defences? Owain
Gwynedd's contemporary Rhys ap Gruffydd was certainly a stone castle
builder, yet Owain, the recorded builder of stone towers for churches, was not?
Conclusion
A lot of facts have been formulated above which I believe directs us
towards the conclusion that we are not as secure in our dating methods as we
like to think. Even where minutely detailed surveys, excavation and historical
research have been combined, it is not possible to state definitively that 'so
and so' built this! There are only probabilities and possibilities. Where castles
have been firmly attached to a named builder, like Walter Clifford at several
sites, this has usually been done through inadequate and wishful thinking,
rather than detailed, difficult and time-consuming research!
What is the way forward from here? The first thing to be done must be
the compilation of a list of what is actually known - prior to speculation. This
can then form the basis for deeper research. Each castle site must be
approached by its historical merits. This takes much time and research, and
evidence should not be side-lined just because it does not fit in with a
preconceived idea or even a universally accepted line of thinking. If this is not
done, we run the risk of compounding old errors with new. To avoid this stale
repetition is one of the main purposes of my series of booklets on castles and
their tenurial histories - to show what is left both historically and architecturally
and then to attempt to combine the two to formulate a reasoned hypothesis of
a castle's development using available evidence, rather than speculation. This
project has now been running for nearly ten years and has managed to cover
the architectural and tenurial history of just 52 castles out of a total of some
2,000. Obviously there is still much more to be done.
Paul Martin Remfry
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Two Hospitaller Castles on Tilos
Two Hospitaller Castles on the Island of Tilos, in the Southern Dodecanese.
Introduction
The small, remote island of Tilos lies
midway between Rhodes and Kos in the
Southern Dodecanese (figure 1). It measures only 11 km in length and no more
than 6 km at its widest point. The island's
hilly coastline belies a rich, lowland interior, fertilised by volcanic soils. Until existing water supplies ran dry in the 19th
Century, the hillsides were covered with
terraces and passing mariners would
comment on the waves of golden wheat,
leading to Tilos' nickname, "the breadbasket of the Dodecanese". The lack of water
led to the abandonment of the island and
the population dropped from c.10,000 to
300, although a recent geological survey
has discovered new water springs and
Tilotian families from around the world are
starting to return.

Fig 1

Rhodes has rather dictated the history
of the whole of the Southern Dodecanese.
Whatever happened on Rhodes appears
to have been immediately applicable to
the other islands, whether or not there is
any physical presence. The Classical remains on Tilos are largely restricted to the
island's capital, Megalo Horio ("large
town") and more mention will be made of
these later. The Knights Hospitallers settled here in 1306 after their exile from
Palestine in 1291, and were eventually
ousted by the Saracens in 1522. The
Turks held control until the Italians seized
the island in 1912 and were replaced by
the Germans in 1943, until the island was
returned to Greek control in 1948.
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Where on Rhodes each of these occupants left a wealth of structural remains,
Tilos has rather less to show for its history. There is one exception to this, as
the island can boast seven Hospitaller castles, two of which are the focus of
this study.
Megalo Horio Castle (figure 2)

The castle at Megalo Horio stands impressively on the hill overlooking the 18th
Century town. In earlier times the town had surrounded the castle, using it as
a place of refuge during times of conflict, and the ruins of houses and chapels
litter the hillside. This is a large castle, measuring roughly 60m by 60m, and
assumes a T-shape with the south and north-west arms forming an outer
bailey. The north-east arm of the castle forms the inner bailey. It has undergone some scrutiny in recent years, although no literature could be identified.
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The steep path, which zigzags its way through the earlier deserted settlement, leads to a small gatehouse to the outer bailey, with the entrance facing
westwards (1). Much of the stonework in this tower, as well as other parts of
the castle, is re-used from the Classical period. This stone is larger, squarer
and paler than the Crusader work. A single pair of corbel machicolations
protects the entrance. The narrow, slightly upward sloping entrance passage
leads to a small courtyard (2), which opens out to the south. To the east and
north are wide sets of well-constructed steps (3), which appear to belong to
the Classical period. The gatehouse is the only structure that retains its upper
storey with an entrance to the south, accessed from the curtain wall. Crenellations along the top of the gatehouse are the only wall-head defences that
survive at the castle.
As one exits from the entrance passage, there is the striking aspect of a large
chapel (4) to the east. The chapel is accessed through a narrow passage at
the top of the steps, which leads to a narthex. Both the chapel and narthex
have well-preserved vaulted ceilings. The narthex is smaller in size than the
chapel and contains a large fireplace in the south wall, an alcove above the
entrance to the chapel, and an inscribed slab of re-used Classical stone in
the north wall. The chapel itself has an apse at its eastern end that houses
an altar, which is also likely to be Classical in origin. The walls of the chapel
are partially plastered, with paintings surviving on the apse walls. The large
figure of Christ, presiding over several haloed figures can easily be distinguished. To the south of the chapel is a complex of at least three interconnected structures (5), which may well have acted as ancillary buildings to the
chapel.
The set of steps to the north of the gatehouse, give way to a rock-cut path
leading steeply up onto the crest of the hill. This area houses at least
twenty-seven small rectangular and sub-rectangular structures (6). Many of
these are constructed in blocks and some of these blocks are aligned in such
a way as to suggest streets running between them. Although the function and
date of these structures is unclear, it is easy to imagine them acting as
accommodation, stores and stabling. A further five of these structures (7)
have been constructed up against the outcrop at the east end of the bailey.
The north-west arm of the outer bailey contains a partially vaulted structure
(8) set into a dogleg of the curtain wall, which may well have been a hall.
Further to the west, the remains of an arch (9) can be detected within the
thickness of the curtain wall, which thickens at the far northwest corner,
perhaps forming an artillery platform (10).
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Water supply to the outer bailey was from at least one underground, rock-cut
cistern. Three rainwater collection points were located, two from the roof of
the chapel (11) and one in the extreme south-east corner (12). This type of
water supply is typical of the Crusader Knights (Kennedy 1995, 99), and
suggests that this castle was a serious venture. Underground cisterns would
also deter mining attempts (Kennedy 1995, 99-100). The inner bailey, at the
opposite end of the castle from the gatehouse, is accessed via a narrow neck
of land, hence forming an easily defendable peninsula. The structures within
the inner bailey, though in a poor state, are obviously of massive construction
and it is easy to imagine them forming a large tower (13). This inner bailey
can be seen as the place of final refuge. It has an independent water supply
(14) of similar type to that in the outer bailey. There is also the suggestion that
there may be a sally port (15) at the north side of the narrow neck of land,
which forms the entrance to the inner bailey. It was not possible to examine
this section of the castle, but a large curved platform flanking this potential
escape route, hence defending it as a possible point of entrance, supports
this theory.
Agriosikia Castle (figure 3)
Agriosikia Castle sits in
a spectacular position
on a steep hill above the
modern harbour town of
Livadia. The castle can
be distinguished from
out at sea and it is easy
to imagine its maker's
intentions of offering a
forbidding sight to potential landing parties.
The view of the castle
as an impregnable fortress is restated from
the foot of the hill on
which it stands, as the
eastern curtain wall
drops seamlessly to a
sheer precipice. The reality, however, is very
different. The castle
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is tiny, measuring only 15m by 15m. Its sub-triangular plan makes the most of
the northern and eastern sides, making the castle seem much larger and
threatening from the sea and eastern path. A wide buttress (a) at the eastern
end of the northern wall looks very much like a tower from below. Two short
lengths of wall (b) to the east of the curtain wall act as revetment to sections
of the sheer cliff face. It is impossible to detect the exact position of the
entrance, although the suspicion is that it would have been located at the
southern end. A short length of wall (c) at this point cuts off access from the
south-west side of the castle, and contains a lintel above some blocking
masonry.
The interior of the castle is choked with rubble and few internal features could
be distinguished. A circular structure (d) appears to be a post-occupation goat
pen. At the far north-west corner of the castle is a structure with the remains
of a vaulted ceiling (e). This is reached via a dogleg passage (f), reminiscent
of the chapel arrangement at Megalo Horio castle, although on a much smaller
scale. It is not unreasonable to suppose that this is a chapel. Several apertures on the internal face of the curtain wall may well be structural timber slots
or putlog holes (g).
Without clearance of the rubble in the interior, it is difficult to be more than
speculative as to the nature of this castle. Its architect cleverly exploited a
prominent position to build a structure with a bark worse than its bite. The
castle may have functioned as no more than a watchtower, although the
chapel complex suggests a permanent military presence.
Conclusions
This study has briefly looked at two contrasting Hospitaller castles on the
Aegean island of Tilos. Even with the cursory attention given to these two
castles in this paper, a rich and interesting resource is available for further
research. In order to understand any chronology, construction strategy or
hierarchy on the island it would be necessary to carry out studies of the
remaining five castles (two of which only have sketchy locations) and limited
clearance, excavation and architectural analysis would also improve on the
hitherto patchy information which has been available.
Richard Short
Bibliography
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Minutes of the CSG AGM
Held at Namur, Belgium on the 10 th April 2001.
1.

The Minutes of the Canterbury AGM (2000) were approved.

2.

Apologies for absence were noted from Andrew Saunders, John Kenyon,
Tom McNeill, Catherine Matthews, Ian and Judy Rennie and Neil Guy.

Matters arising:
a)
i)

ii)
iii)

iv)
v)

vi)

vii)
viii)

b)

Treasurer's Report:
Subscriptions at the new rates had been implemented from January 2001. The
subscription year now runs from January to December. There was a discussion
about introducing differential subscriptions and it was decided to defer this until
the 2002 AGM.
There are currently approximately 300 members, but several subscriptions
were overdue. The treasurer follows a policy of striking members from the list
after 2 years of non-payment.
An update of the accounts published in the last Newsletter was presented. The
Finance Director of the School of Continuing Education, University of Nottingham had audited the accounts. The current balance rose by almost £800 in
2000 as a result of the Canterbury Conference. The current balance of approximately £3,500 was artificially low because expenditure on the Belgian Conference had not yet been recouped and because deposits had been paid on the
Dumfries and Galloway Conference for 2002.
It was emphasised that a healthy balance needed to be maintained to cover
deposits on future activities.
It was reported that current running costs are approximately £8 per member,
so a £10 subscription was appropriate to take into account the subsidy of extra
activities.
It was proposed that the principle of reduced subscription for two members
living at the same address be applied universally and this was approved
unanimously.
The accounts were accepted by the AGM.
The accounts of the Belgium Conference would be reported separately in the
next Newsletter.
Newsletter Editor's Report:
This was sent by Neil Guy in absentia and was read out by the Secretary.

i)

Members were requested to send items to Neil for the summer mailing.
Neil is considering a laminated cover for the next Newsletter. The AGM
thanked Neil for his editorial efforts over the past year.
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c) The September Short Conference Programme:
i)

ii)
iii)

22nd September 2001: 'The origin and Purpose of the Donjon' at
Nottingham. The programme for this event was circulated. The secretary reported that all bookings were in place, but that recruitment had
been slow. She emphasised the need for members to support this
event, which requires attendance of approximately 100 to make it
break even financially.
In 2002, Richard Eales is planning a one-day event in Canterbury.
In 2003, Malcolm Hislop is planning the organisation of a one-day
event (location yet to be decided).

d) Annual Conference Programme:
i)

ii)
iii)
iv)

The 2002 Annual Conference will take place from 4th-7th April in
Dumfries and Galloway and is being organised by Geoffrey Stell and
Barbara Harbottle. The accommodation has been booked and the
programme is well under way.
The 2003 conference (dates not yet known) is to be organised by
Malcolm Hislop and will take place in the West Midlands.
The 2004 conference will be organised by Kieran O'Connor and will
cover North Western Ireland.
The 2005 conference will be organised by Bill Woodburn and will be
centred in Sussex.

e) Publishing Strategy
i)

At the last AGM the possibility of publishing papers from the dayconference was discussed. The Secretary reported that most speakers
at this year's event were already due to publish their work elsewhere.

ii)

The pros and cons of publishing such papers from future events on the
CSG web-site were discussed. It was agreed to bear in mind both the
principle and practicalities of the idea and raise the question again at
the next AGM.

i)

Foreign Tours
French tour. Regarding the French tour mooted at the last AGM,
Pamela Marshall said that she had not been able to arrange it for
2001 because of a very busy schedule this year, but that one might
be feasible for 2002 or 2003.
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Denys Pringle said that he would be willing to arrange a Middle East trip for
2002. Two possible destination areas were discussed: south-eastern Turkey or
Jordan, Jordan and Israel. See page 31.
Any Other Business:
a)

Election of Officers

i)

Andrew Saunders had expressed a wish to retire as Representative for
England. Barbara Harbottle was proposed by Bill Woodburn to fill the
place, was seconded and was duly elected on a show of hands.
Pamela Marshall proposed a vote of thanks to Andrew, a founder
member, for his many years of service and the appreciation of the
meeting was recorded.

ii)

Sarah Speight announced that she would like to retire, having filled the
post of Honorary Treasurer for three years. Peter Purton was proposed
by David Sweetman, was seconded and his appointment carried by a
show of hands.

ii)

David Sweetman proposed a vote of thanks to Sarah for her three
years of hard work and the appreciation of the meeting was recorded.

iii)

A discussion followed concerning the length of time officers might be
expected to serve, given the amount of work that went with some of the
posts. Although a period of three years was mooted, the feeling of the
meeting was against enshrining this into a rule since this might occasionally result in too great a disruption. It was agreed that committee
members should continue to serve for as long as they felt able, but that
it was unreasonable to expect them to serve indefinitely.

b)

Updating record in the summer mailing.

It was decided to try to update member's activities by sending out a return slip
in the summer mailing. They would also be asked to supply e-mail addresses if
they have them for ease of communication.
c)

Viewing platform at Chateau Gaillard, Normandy.

'Les Amis des Sites Andelysiens' had contacted the CSG asking for its support
in opposing the placement of a concrete viewing platform very close to Chateau
Gaillard. Members were given the opportunity to sign a petition against this.
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d)

The death of Philip Barker.
Bob Higham paid tribute to Philip Barker, who died in January 2001.
Philip Barker was a founder member of the CSG, whose excavations at
Hen Domen, which began in 1960, had made an enormous contribution
to castle studies. A memorial service had been held at Worcester
Cathedral on March 10th and The Times had published an obituary at
the end of March. The meeting recorded their sense of loss.

e)

Presentation items.
Nola Crewe suggested that the committee should consider the production of an item suitable for donation to people or institutions who might
have added to the success of our annual meeting. The committee
agreed to consider it. Normal letters of thanks would continue to be sent
out.

f)

The Valetta Agreement.
Dennis Turner and Nicholas Bogden raised the issue of the Valetta
Agreement, recently signed by the UK, which contains elements concerning the licensing of archaeological excavators. They felt that this
had not received much discussion within archaeological bodies. The
committee was asked to formulate a view, circulate to members and
then forward the consensus to appropriate bodies. Some discussion
arose as to whether the Agreement was a good or a bad thing. David
Sweetman observed that the agreement was a force for good and had
been signed by Ireland several years ago, but that a licensing system
had already existed there for many years in any case. Nicholas Bogden
and Dennis Turner were asked to formulate their worries and objections
to the Agreement and send this to the Chairman. The matter would then
be raised at the next committee meeting.

g)

Thanks to Johnny de Meulemeester
Bob Higham offered a vote of thanks to Johnny de Meulemeester for
organising the Belgium meeting, which was a great success and the first
CSG venture outside the British Isles.
Meeting concludes.
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The Castle Studies Group
2002 Annual General Meeting
The 2002 Annual General Meeting will take place at Dumfries, on
Saturday April 6th at 8 pm.
All members are cordially invited to attend.
The meeting will take place at: Dumfries and Galloway College, Heathhall,
on the northern outskirts of Dumfries (web site: http://www.dumgal.ac.uk).
The Agenda:
Chairman: Pamela Marshall
1. Minutes
To approve the minutes of the previous annual General Meeting held at
Namur, Belgium, on April 10th 2001.
The minutes of this AGM are detailed on pages 101 to 104 of this
Newsletter.
2. Matters Arising:
To receive the Treasurer's Report
To receive the Newsletter Editor's Report
To confirm the Conference program
Any other business.
Members are invited to submit any items for the AGM direct to the CSG
Secretary:
Pamela Marshall

not later than the end of February 2002. Items submitted will be dealt with
under Any Other Business, and no other AGM notices will be issued.
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New CSG Members
Rhiannon Thomas
Philip Percival
Stuart Prior
Uto Hogerzeil
Amanda Richardson
R A Storey
R J Stacey
Bernard Morris
Mrs Morag T.Fyfe
Marc Hanson
Prof, Israel Roll
Mike Griffiths
David Woodrow
Jennifer Green
Jeremy Cunningham
Mr David Wilkinson

Change of Address / Corrections
W Mark Headley
Ms Giovanna Michelson
A J Knight
Andrew Saunders
Ron Shoesmith
Richard Short
David Sherlock
Peter Yeoman
Barry & Olwen Sherrat
Michael J Carew
J K Norton
Bruce Logan
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In Memoriam
Christopher Henderson
Chris Henderson died this year at the sadly early age of 54. Chris was
a regular attender at CSG annual conferences, most recently the Canterbury
meeting in 2000. On that occasion, although he preferred to rest in his room
most evenings, he did not let advanced illness prevent him from taking a full
part in the daily activities. His observations and contributions to on-site discussions were as sharp as ever. CSG will miss his company and his perceptive
thoughts, given in that understated and modest way which was so typical of the
man.
Chris had archaeological interests which ranged far and wide in the
Roman, medieval and post-medieval periods. His knowledge was immense and
he had a commendably broad context in which to place the castle studies which
he pursued in our company. He was also very well travelled and could bring a
valuable comparative dimension to his thoughts. His extensive experience was
recognised when he was elected Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries in 1991.
Obviously, his job, (from 1975) as Director of one of Britain's best
"archaeological units" (to use yesterday's terminology) meant he had to be
academically competent in a variety of fields and one of these was castle
studies. In the south-western context, his interest in castles and related matters
emerged in several ways. In 1972 he took a fortnight off from his early employment in Exeter to help the writer with his first season of excavation at Okehampton. He was always vigilant over Exeter castle, on his doorstep, but managed
by the Property Services Agency. During his years as Exeter's Director, the
castle gatehouse was thoroughly surveyed by Stuart Blaylock. Later, in collaboration with Mark Stoyle, he stimulated much new work on Exeter's defences
in the 17th century. A spectacular Exeter contribution to castle studies was the
excavation of "Danes Castle", the 12thcentury siegework outside the city walls,
during the building of South West Water's new reservoir. In recent years he
developed a particular interest in the various defences of the Dartmouth area,
stimulating new survey work and new thinking about this crucial location in the
early development of post-medieval fortification.
Exeter City Council hosted a celebration of Chris's life at Exeter Guidhall. It was attended by friends and colleagues from far and wide. A full account
of his career has recently been printed in Devon Archaeological Society Newsletter, No 80, September 2001.
Bob Higham.
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In Memoriam
Philip Arthur Barker
As a participant in the conference at Gregynog in 1987, held in
honour of David Cathcart King, Philip Barker was a founder member of CSG
and a keen follower of all its subsequent activities. Although family circumstances, and later ill health, prevented him from attending our annual meetings, he was an avid reader of the Newsletter and its Bibliography, always
commenting on some parts of its contents to me over the telephone. The
spirit of CSG was very close to Philip's heart: an organisation with professional aims and standards, but having an all-embracing approach to the
participation of anyone with an interest in the subject. This was very much the
philosophy which had led him through his career in adult education at
Birmingham (where he was reader in British Archaeology). He demanded
high standards in all things but was never elitist or exclusive.
Full accounts of Philip's career have appeared in an obituary published by The Times (31st March) and in a feature article published in Current
Archaeology (issue 174). His archaeological interests were wide-ranging and
his approaches to excavation enormously influential. His Techniques in
Archaeological Excavation, first published by Batsford in 1977, remains a
classic work. His long excavations at Wroxeter, illuminating the later stages
of a Roman City, were a pioneering venture and published with various
collaborators in 1997 by English Heritage. With Roger White, he wrote a more
popular account of the Wroxeter work published by Tempus Books in 1998.
His interest in medieval castles was born of fieldwork in Shropshire
circa 1960, at such places as Pontesbury, and gave rise to his excavation at
the timber castle of Hen Domen, Montgomery, Powys. By the time of the third
Chateau Gaillard Conference, held in Hastings in 1966, this excavation had
demonstrated the complexity of this sort of site in an unprecedented manner.
The excavation went through many stages of development and organisation.
As well as numerous minor publications, it produced a major report in 1982
(Royal Archaeological Institute). I was a member of the Hen Domen Project,
from my school-days onwards, Philip's main collaborator from the mid 1970's
to mid 1980's and, from Philip's retirement in 1987, the project's director to its
close in 1992. The final report was published in 2000 (Exeter University
Press) and was happily available for Philip to see and appreciate before the
final stages of his long illness overtook him. A most happy by-product of the
Hen Domen project was the book Timber Castles, written by Philip and
myself and published by Batsford in 1992. It put the whole subject on a wider
footing.
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In Memoriam
Philip Arthur Barker
Philip's other main castle involvement was at Stafford. But here his
involvement was that of advisor and enabler rather than as on-site archaeologist. He guided Stafford Borough Council into a scheme for the conservation,
excavation and public appreciation of Stafford castle which blossomed into a
long term project and employment of a team of archaeologists for many years.
Indeed, alongside his purely academic interests in archaeology, Philip always
worked hard for the profession in general. He was a founder member of, and
first secretary of RESCUE in 1971 and first vice-chairman of IFA in 1982. He
occupied many public positions over the years. One which gave him particular
satisfaction was the Chairmanship of the Clwyd-Powys Archaeological Trust in
the1980's.
Philip's funeral was a small, private gathering in January 2001. But on
March 10th, the Dean and Chapter of Worcester Cathedral (whose consultant
archaeologist he had been for some years, and for whom he had written an
architectural history of the building in 1994) hosted a celebration service which
was attended by more than two hundred people. Relatives and friends gave
readings appropriate to Philip's life and I gave an address to, but also on behalf
of all present.
Bob Higham.

A reconstruction of
Stafford castle as it
my have looked in
the 11th century.
Courtesy of Stafford
Borough Council
and P. Scholefield
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CSG Treasurer's Report
With the change of the CSG accounting year to the calendar year, it has
become possible to provide a clear picture of the Group's financial position, but
not to offer final accounts to the actual end of the year because of the
Newsletter deadlines.
Income and Expenditure (21/12/2000 - 04/12/2001)
Expenditure

Income

Newsletter 14 inc. post
Dumfries deposit
Namur deposit
Namur refund
CBA Insurance
CBA Affiliation
Bibliography 14 inc. post
September conference
Secretary's expenses
Debit Interest

707.08
483
2,516.60
160.00
164.25
60.00
587.50
169.00
37.38
0.57

Totals

4885.38

Subs (standing orders)
Subs (cheque)
Namur balance
Interest received

1,255.00
729.00
1,559.00
40.38

3583.89

Statement of Account
Brought forward as at 21/12/2000
Excess of expenditure over income
Balance carried forward at 04/12/2001

6,209.26
(1301.49)
4,907.77

The substantial loss for the year was due to the unfortunate shortfall on the
Namur conference, and the payment in advance of the deposit for the Dumfries
conference. If conference finances, which usually generate a surplus for the
group, are set aside, it will be seen that in terms of the CSG's basic costs,
income from subscriptions exceeded running costs by £298.60. The importance of the CSG maintaining a healthy balance is further confirmed by the
events of the last year.
Peter Purton
Treasurer
05/12/2001
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Montbazon
Pithiviers
Reims
Rouen

,

14
82
65
80
14
66
68
14
14
76
14
14
79
14
14
14
74
14
79,81
14

Castles in Spain
Almodovar del Rio

80

Bronllys
Builth Castle
Cardigan
Carmarthen
Castell Dinas Bran
Chepstow.
Dinas Powys
Dolforwyn
Hen Domen
Llanblethian
Morgraig
Pencoed
St. Donats

88
89
57
56
60
23,33
61
3,60
108
59
59
63
59

Castles in Wales

16,20
16,17
16,19, 20
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16

16

.,

83
83
83
84
84
84
84
84
84
82
84
84
29

Castles & Tower Houses in Scotland
Amisfield Tower
Balnagown
Barholm
Bothwell
Caerlaverock
Carsluith
Castle Tioram
Castledykes
Comlongon
Girnigoe & Sinclair
Lochmaben
MacLellans Castle
Maybole
Morton
Motte of Urr
Orchardton Tower
Portencross
Repentance/Hoddom
Stirling
Threave

Castles in France
Amboise
Amiens
Avranches
Bayeux
Blois
Chalons sur Marne
Chartres
Chateau Thierry
Chateaudun
Chinon
Compiegne

99
97

Castles & Tower Houses in Ireland

43,44
46
5,38
3
3
4
14
22, 26
4
52
22
5
49
22
53
54
46
5,22
3
3
55
5,22
4
6, 22
51
5
3
109
42
20, 21

,

,

Ardamullivan
Ballindooly
Ballyportry
Ballytarsna
Bremore
Caherkinmonwee
Carrickmines
Claregalway
Dunsandle
Kilcoe
Kindlestown
Swords
Trim

Castles & Halls in England
Alnwick
Aydon
Bamburgh
Barnard Castle
Bodiam
Boothby Pagnell Hall
Carlisle
Castle Rising
Christchurch
Clifford
Colchester
Conisborough
Cresswell Tower
Dover
Duffield
Durham
Halton Castle
Hedingham
Laxton
Ludgershall
Lulworth
Norwich
Richmond
Rochester
Sandal
Scoiland's Hall
Sheriff Hutton
Stafford
Wark on Tweed Castle
White Tower

16
16,20

Castles in Greece

16,17
26
5,16,18
16,18,20
16
16
5,16,19,20
16, 20
16
16
16

111

